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Latest “M.O.D.” is dean of international sports-car designers
If you haven’t guessed, the car is the Austin- 
Healey “100”. The man is Donald Healey, 
world famous for combining sports-car 
styling and performance with comfort and 
economy. The drink is Lord Calvert, which

has an international reputation of its own. 
If you haven’t yet tasted Lord Calvert, 
you’ve been missing a pleasurable drink 
that has made people say: “It’s true! You 
can’t buy a better whiskey than Lord Calvert.”

LORD CALVERT...FOR MEN OF DISTINCTION
BLENDED WHISKEY. 86.8 PROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. CALVERT DIST. CO., N.Y.C.
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Two years ago while fishing in western Montana, I met Ries 
Tuttle. Ries is Outdoors Editor of one of America’s great 

newspapers, the Des Moines Register and Tribune; with his wife 
and two small sons he was touring the West by car—fishing the 
major lakes and rivers, camping at the famous national parks, 
and writing a series of articles for his newspaper. And while I 
yakked about trout tackle with Ries and his boys beside the 
Blackfoot river, Mrs. Tuttle snapped that picture above.
Last fall Ries sent me the snapshot and a note:
“I must confess I meant to send this a long time ago, and 

plumb forgot. Incidentally, I’m still driving this same ’53 
Nash—just got back from a duck-shooting trip to Stuttgart, 
and leave tomorrow for the opening of our deer season. The 
car has 37,000 miles on it, but it’s really just getting well 
broken in, and I’ll probably hang on to it a while yet.

“After all, it’s part of the family—we literally lived in it on 
that western trip, with Ma and Pa sleeping in the Nash twin 
beds and the kids ‘camping out’ in a tent beside the car. 
Never got around to figuring how much money that bed 
arrangement saved us on just that one jaunt, but it must 
have been a tidy sum.

“Haven’t heard much about the ’55 models yet, but suppose 
they’ll still have the beds and reclining seats and big luggage 
space that are such worthwhile fixtures for folks who like 
to fish, or hunt, or just get out and mosey around in the 
Great Outdoors.”

Well, I suppose that’s life for you. You meet a man and take a 
liking to him and about the time you get to thinking, “Mv, what 
a grand guy!” he writes you a letter and neglects to mention 
All-Season Air Conditioning.* *Patems applied for.
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AFTER SHAVING

Dims Shine 
Feels Fine 

Doesn't Show

Finishing touch for every shave! Neu
tral tint — won’t show on your face. 
Helps cover nicks, blemishes. Finest 
Italian Talc — hammerized for ultra-fine 
texture! Crisp scent!
P. S. Also try new white 
Mennen Bath Talc for Men!

MENNEN
AFTER-SHAVE TALC

FOR MEN

T r u e ly  ours
tell it to TRUE • 67 West 44th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

F air E nough duced under censorship. Let’s have plausible,

I’ve got a fine proposition lor the people

cause they don't like the whisky ads and 
the so-called “naughty" stories.

If these people will give me the subscrip
tions instead of canceling them, I’ll see that 
appreciative men in the armed services get 
the magazine pien like best.

As for the women canceling subscriptions 
to. True, IJm always happy to see that hap
pen. They shouldn’t be allowed to get too

They are hard enough to get along with as

11th Airborne Division 
Fort Campbell, Ky.

R ubbed Out Rubi

Sounds like the vigilantes of old! You pub
lish Rubinstein: the Jailbird We Can’t De
port and “Bingo!” no Rubi.

Good going. Who’s NEXT?!
-Joe Justis 

Riverside, Calif.

-Joe Mason 
Madera, Calif.

If the pen is mightier than the sword, the 
film is mightier than the pen. The people 
engaged in the film business have a tremen
dous responsibility.

The Food and Drug Act protects us from 

sale of inferior, dangerous foods and medi-

sale of filthy films. We need a law to protect 
us from this pollution of our minds and 
this destruction of our morality.

No doubt there are abuses of the censor
ship code, but that does not mean all curbs 
should be dropped. “What profit a man if 
he gain the whole world and suffer the loss

Mr. Samuels is an able and effective writer 
and it is my prayer he someday strikes a blow 
for censorship rather than against it.

-Mrs. Carlyle Roundy 
Joseph, Oregon

Ma’am, you must have copied that lettei 
from page 1 of Handbook For Blue Noses 
There are laws against obscenity, federal 
and state laws, which can and should be 
applied against dirty films. The author's 
point is that thoughtful people believe film 
producers should be permitted to mak

take full advantage of the unsurpassed 
portunity of the films for superior i 
worthy drama. Had a censor sat at Shall 
speare’s elbow, you would never have heard 
his name. The day Author Samuels “strike 
a blow for censorship” will be the day yo 
are debauched by a movie film.

will

☆



"I won the 1954 NASCAR Stock Car Racing 
Championship on the same 

5-RIBCHAM PJONS 
we use in our family car!”

id Richard. The fami

1954 CHAMPION— NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR STOCK CAR AUTO RACING

“Stock car racing teaches a lot of things about how spark plugs contribute to good 
automobile performance.

“I ’ve found that to get the most power and economy from your car, the spark 
plugs must be in GOOD CONDITION, the CORRECT HEAT RANGE and 
INSTALLED PROPERLY. That’s why you should stop in and have your Champion 
dealer give your spark plugs a three-way check.

“If you’re not already using Champions, have the man put in a set. I ’ve given 
those full-power, 5-RIB Champions all kinds of punishment in stock car racing, 
and they’ve never let me down. Try them in your car—I know you’ll like the differ
ence they’ll make in your engine’s performance.”

CH AM PION SPARK PLUG COM PANY, TOLEDO 1, OH IO





Here's what found out about Car-Plate -

Easiest way
to put on the 
toughest kind 
of wax

Hertz  r en ta l  cars have to shine like new 
through all weather. To see if car-plate  
would do the trick, Hertz picked 20 cars in 
cities across the U.S.A. One side of each was 
waxed with no-rubbing, liquid Car-Plate—the 
other with one of three well-known paste waxes.

HERTZ FOUND: Car-Plate is much easier, far faster 
to apply than any paste auto wax.

After months on the road, the sides were 
scientifically compared for shine and wear.

HERTZ FOUND: Car-Plate wax is as long-lasting 
as the most durable paste auto wax.

Before waxing, always 
use Car-Plate Cleaner. 
It leaves a glass-smooth

bonds perfectly in a bril
liant, long-lasting finish.

JOHNSON'S

The reason: with Car-Plate, you don’t  rub 
wax off as when polishing paste wax. You just 
dust off the light haze left by volatile wax-carry
ing liquids. The Hertz test car shown here was 
driven 3 months, then simply washed and 
photographed. If you can’t tell the Car-Plate 
side (left) from the paste side, why waste hours 
rubbing?—next time, wax with Car-Plate!

CARPIATE w a x
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Two old shoemakers discuss the
most comfortable shoes they’ve ever made





If a twist on an old proverb is right, and a gallon  saved is a 
gallon earned, you can soon be earning lots of gallons (of 
gasoline that is!). I t’s easy as putting a new set of AC Hot 
Tip Spark Plugs to work in your car.
Here's why: AC Hot T ip  Spark Plugs save as much as one 
gallon o f gasoline out o f every ten! Strong words? You bet — 
but, perfectly true! The double cleaning action of AC Spark 
Plugs keeps plugs clean longer — swirls away and burns 
away carbon and oil deposits before they can form. That 
helps keep AC plugs from fouling, saves your gasoline. 
Try a new set of AC Hot Tip Spark Plugs in your car. 
You’ll find yourself saying, "Hoot, Mon,” too!

S TA N D A R D  F A C T O R Y  E Q U IP M E N T ON  MORE T H A N  HALF OF ALL CARS BUILT T O D A Y !
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m an to m an
a n s w e r s

conducted by Robert E. Pinkerton and the staff of True

Have you been worrying about the fact 
that the earth wobbles a bit, or have 

you noticed it? Don Maxwell of San Fran
cisco, California, seems to be one of the 
few, outside the scientific world, who 
knows the earth does wobble, and he has 
asked the cause. He wants also to know 
how the earth was measured and how ac-

Scientists have been concerned for 
more than sixty years over the fact that 
the earth is not as regular in its move
ments as was once believed. Planets, sun, 
moon and stars have been so regular in 
their courses since men first began to 
study them that laymen and astronomers 
alike accepted their movements as ex
tremely accurate. Even the 'best chro
nometers and clocks have been considered 
inferior and were regularly adjusted to

Then it was discovered that the earth 
was not keeping true time, that the 
lengths of days varied; The deviation was 
not great enough for you or your watch 
to be aware of, or to effect the wage scale 
in industrial plants, but it was enough 
to concern scientists. They began study

ing the subject at the end of the last cen
tury and since then many interesting 
theories have been advanced.

The latest, suggested by Dr. Walter 
Munk of La Jolla, California, is that high 
velocity winds pressing against large 
mountain ranges may retard the rotation 
of the earth sufficiently to cause a slight 
difference in time. It has long been 
known that winds of great force blow 
against the Himalayas, the Andes and our 
own Sierra Nevada and Rocky Moun
tains. While a mountain five miles high 
is a barely perceptible wrinkle on the 
earth’s surface, it is conceivable that with 
great pressures they would form a fair
sized brake.

One of the first scientific achievements 
was measurement of our planet by astron
omy. About. 250 B.C., Eratosthenes, a 
Greek working in Egypt, birthplace of 
astronomy, measured the earth to within 
4 percent of the circumference accepted

This is remarkable in view of the crude
ness of his instruments. First he dug a 
deep well far up the Nile on what he de
termined to be the Tropic of Cancer and

what was believed to be 500 miles south 
of Alexandria. This distance was meas
ured by the rate of daily march of the

On June 21 the sun shone straight 
down die well. At the same time a meas- 
•urement was made of the shadow of an 
obelisk in Alexandria and, from these 
ascertained facts, Eratosthenes made his 
calculations. Although Egyptians had 
long known the earth was a sphere, they 
had not known how large it was. A few 
centuries later science went out of fashion 
and for a thousand years people resumed 
their old belief that the earth was flat.

Modern measurements were achieved 
by better instruments and mathematics. 
Today’s accepted diameter at the equator 
is 7,926.68 miles. Multiply that by pi, or 
8.14159265, and you get the circumfer
ence, or 24,902 miles. Since the earth is 
not a perfect sphere, the diameter 
through the poles is less, 7,900 miles.

For all its decimal points, mathematics 
does not give us a definite. figure on 
smaller distances on the earth’s surface. 
Today, with a feverish development of 
guided missiles, it has suddenly become 
necessary to know the exact distances be
tween America and certain points in 
Europe, and this accounts for the intense 
interest of the Pentagon in last year’s 
eclipse of the sun and the great efforts 
made to gain new facts from it. Scientists 
believed they would not only be able to 
compute true distances across the At
lantic but to measure the earth to within 
150 feet.

Q: When were cattle first domesti
cated? G. H. Williams, La Mesa, Calif.

A: Cattle were domesticated in prehis
toric times and research has never uncov
ered the period, although it is generally 
believed that the first wild cattle were 
tamed in Asia. Later aurochs, or urus, 
huge wild cattle of Europe, were domesti
cated. When the Romans under Caesar 
entered Gaul the tame cattle were con
sidered different from the urus. Domesti
cation had altered the type. At one time 
the wild urus were found in most of 
Europe but they later retreated until 
only a few remained in Poland where the 
last died in 1627. Between World War I 
and II, two German scientists undertook 
a revolutionary experiment. If their do
mestic cattle were descendants of the urus, 
why not breed back and bring an extinct 
animal to life? The astonishing thing is 
that the idea succeeded. By selective 
breeding backward, the huge wild ox of 
northern Europe were recreated and 
lived again. Strangely, the experimenters 
discovered that it was far easier to breed 
back to the original than to develop the 
types of cattle we have today.

Q: What would the human body be 
worth if broken down to its basic ele
ments? Harold Booth, Milwaukee, Wis.

A: About 75 cents for an average man.

Q: Did the Kentucky rifle originate in 
Kentucky? Pvt. Kenneth R. Searles, In- 
diantown Gap Military Reservation, Pa.

[Continued on page 16]
■fr TRUE



Light up 
a Lucky,,.

~  its lig h t-u p

WHAT A DAY . . . what a game . . . what a cigarette! Why 
is a Lucky so much a part of moments like this? It’s the 

fact that Luckies taste better. . .  rich, mellow, thoroughly pleasant. Luckies 
taste better, first of all, because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, 
this tobacco is toasted. “It’s Toasted” to taste even better . . . cleaner, 
fresher, smoother. So, light up a Lucky, the better-tasting cigarette.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER -  Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

THE MAN'S MAGAZINE it





D Y N A M O M E T E R  C O N F I R M S  5 Y E A R  R E S E A R C H  B R E A K T H R O U G H !

17 PT. SELF-CLEANING PLUG SHOWS
8 HORSEPOWER GAIN!

IN A TEST
echoed through 

the farthest corners 
of the automotive 

world, this LIFE
TIME Spark Plug 

still fired clean, hot 
and steady at 

50,000 CAR-MILES!

ORDER REGISTERED 
SET FOR YOUR CAR AT



The National League’s Most Valuable Player and batting champion; Sporting 
News “Player of the Year”; and Associated Press “Male Athlete of the Year.”

A  T R U E  B O O K - L E N G T H  F E A T U R E

I CAME TO PlAY
Willie Mays has been called the greatest thing to hit baseball since A bner 
D oubleday. H ere ’s W illie’s own story o f  the happy-go-lucky batting  
champ who still plays stickball on Harlem streets to keep his eye sharp

B Y  W I L L I E  M A Y S
as told to Charles Einstein

■ft TRUE
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W enVhen you see Fleischmann’s on a liquor bottle, you can be sure there’s 

a quality drink inside. Whether you’re choosing whiskey or gin, the 

name Fleischmann is your assurance o f  highest distilling standards.

FLEISCHMANN'S PREFERRED — BLENDED WHISKEY . 90 PROOF • «5% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • FLEISCHMANN'S GIN 
90 PROOF • DISTILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN • THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING CORPORATION, PEEKSKILL, N.Y.





Announcing The New  W IZARD "Fishin’ 5 ” 
...W ith  Sensational Push-Button Shift!

No other outboard has Wizard's combination of
advanced features . . . including new push-button 
shift, new twist-grip throttle, new light weight, 
new engine-head silencers for quiet operation, 
safety propeller clutch that needs no shear pins, 
America’s most modem long-range fuel system, 
even a bottle opener. . .  a t a price so low! Liberal 
trade-in on your old motor at most stores.
An easy pull starts it . . .  in neutral! Push a button 
and you’re in gear—purring smoothly toward your 
fishing grounds, the miles falling swiftly astern. 
But once you settle down to cast or troll, this 
Wizard 5 idles steadily at barely a mile an hour.
Just one fishing trip will prove to you that this 
new Wizard Super 5 is the outboard for you. Why 
not visit your Western Auto store this week, and 
own it (on easy terms, if you wish) for only $ 189.50* 
FREE: Write for free folder, and location of near
est dealer, to Western Auto Supply Co., Dept. 
315, 2107 Grand, Kansas City, Mo.

N ew  12 h. p. W IZ A R D  
Outperform s A n y  "15”
Exclusive Powermatic design gives 
extra speed and power on "heavy- 
work” loads. Gives thrilling high 
speeds with water skiers, large boats, 
cruisers. Gearshift, long-range fuel 
system, twist-grip throttle. Easy
terms............................only $319.50*
Remote control gearshift and throttle (option.) from $40.35 

Wizard Super 10, with long-range fuel system, $259.50*
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~,GEN. WINFIELD SCOTT AND HENRY CLAY ATTEND A DINNER.
ining out, as he did with Gen. Scott, Sen. Clay 

' 1 introducing his guests to Old Crow.

_  GEN. WINFIELD S
------ When dinii

Gen. John Morgan turites of Old Crow.
The leader of Morgan’s Confederate Raiders offers 
to send Old Crow to Dr. Henry Fox of Lex., Ky.

Sen. Webster greets Washington Irving.
In such distinguished company the great 
American orator would often call for Old Crow.

THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY COMPANY, FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY





Assures squirrel rifle accuracy 
in a modern fast shooting firearm 
...w ith  either clip or tubular feed

T H E  M O D E L

N E W  A U T O M A T I C *  2 2
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Piper Davis, manager of the Birmingham Barons in the Negro 
National League.

“He knows about you,” my dad said to me. “He’ll give you

There was a discussion about it. Some of the teachers at 
school wanted me to plan ahead for college. I’d been taking 
a sp'ecial course in cleaning and pressing at school and there 
was the question of having a trade.

My dad said he’d leave it up to me. “Just one thing,” he
aid. “Whatever you do, don’t go down to the
I'ork.”

“It’s not such bad work,” I said. 
“No,” he said. “But once you’re in :it, you never get out.”
We decided finally to go along with the tryout with the 

Barons. By the way, 1 got no money till I ’d proved myself. 
Even so, I knew my high school athletic elgibility would be 
over, although I kept up with school through graduation.

I caught on with the Barons even though manager Davis 
had to teach me not to overcrowd the plate. “Aim on that 
pitcher!" Piper would yell. “Don’t peek at him!” My first con
tract in baseball called for very little money, and Piper said, 
"I’ll up it five bucks a month for every month you’re over 
.300.” I never did collect.

p ip e r  tells the story of how I missed the bus one time when we 
• were headed for St. Louis, because I’d got caught up in 
a game of pool. He’s got the story right. I’ve always enjoyed 
playing pool, and this one night I got so interested I clean 
missed the bus and had to grab a cab to catch it on its way 
out of town.

I remember that trip to St. Louis for another reason. We 
had the Sunday off, and I went out to the ball park there to 
watch the Browns play the Red Sox. Don’t think that wasn’t 
a thrill. Not only my first major league ball game, but there 
was a guy named Ted Williams playing that day. I just sat 
with my mouth open, watching the way he cut at the ball.

I got to see a good number of big league parks, traveling 
with the Barons—including the Polo Grounds in New York. 
I got to play against and with some pretty fair ballplayers, not 
only while I -was with the Barons, but a year or so later on, 
when Roy Campanella took me on for his barnstorming team 
during the winter months. I met Monte Irvin that way, and 
Henry Thompson, Curt Roberts, and—sure enough—Satchel

“Me and Dusty after he broke up the Series opener.’

“There has been a lot of talk about Tris Speaker helping me, 
but we never met before the third game of the ’54 World Series.”

Paige. I was 17 the first and only time I came up to hit against 
the great man. I got one for two off of him.

My days in the Negro National League, and with the barn 
stormers, led to a couple of funny happenings. One was that 
we played in Cleveland in the old park the Indians used to 
use there, League Park—a real bandbox of a place. Next time 
I played baseball in Cleveland was with the 1954 National 
League All-Star team—at giant Municipal Stadium, of course. 
First thing I thought of when I came up the dugout steps was, 
“Boy, has this place got bigger!”

Another time, when I was playing for Campanella, we were 
scheduled for a game in New Orleans, and I went up to Campy 
and said, “There’s something I never told you before.”

“What’s that?” he said.
“I’m not an outfielder,” I said, dead pan.
"I’m really a shortstop.”
“Yeah?” he said!
“Sure,” I said. “Start me at short today and see for yourself.”
So Campy started me at shortstop. I butchered the first ball 

that came my way. The second ball that came my way nearly 
butchered me.

From back of the plate, Campanella threw off his mask and 
hollered for time. “Change in lineup,” he said to the umpire. 
“The shortstop will now play center field."

Later on, Campy said to me, “You get the chair for murder 
in this state. That’s why I got you off of shortstop.”

The story of how the Giants scouted me and finally signed 
me is better left to the people who did it. To this day, I don’t 
know all the details. I do know that it was in 1950, and two 
Giant scouts, Ed Montague and Bill Harris, came down to 
Birmingham to take a look at Lou Perry, who was playing 
first base for the Barons. The Giants wanted a man, I ’m told, 
for delivery to their Class A farm team in Sioux City, Iowa.

Anyway, Montague and Harris came and decided the guy 
they wanted was me. I found out later the Boston (later Mil
waukee) Braves had already made the Barons an offer for my 
contract, but the Giant offer was better—a flat $ 10,000, I think 
it was—and besides, nobody could do anything, under baseball 
law, until my high school class graduated anyway.

Graduation came, and I was Giant property. I never did get 
to Sioux City, although one night, which I’ll tell about in just 
a little while, I came close.

They started me out in 1950 with Trenton, New Jersey, in 
the Interstate League. The manager there was Bill McKechnie, 
Jr., son of the well-known former big league manager. The 
first 22 times I got up for Trenton, I made out.

I went over to Bill McKechnie and I said to him, “Bill, how 
am I ever going to hit this pitching?” [Continued on page 106]
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. . .  and still the
National Champion o f Quality

The friendly companionship of rolling fairways . . .  
the thrill of sinking a long, side-hill p u tt. .  . these things 

never change for the golfing enthusiast. Unchanging, 
too . . .  throughout a century . . .  is the distinctive goodness 

and superb quality of Miller High Life . . .  the beer 
that’s a favorite of so many foursomes throughout 

America. In the club-house . . . and on all refreshment 
occasions, enjoy life with Miller High Life!



K i n g s  w a y
DES IGNED  W IT H  SPIR IT  A N D  COLOR

Man To Man Answers
[Continued from page 16]



G* °' O' Dl C, 0, M, P, A, N, Y.

W  I  ant a high-scoring word combination for yourIf next scrabble game? Try C -A -R -L -I-N -G -’S B -L-A -C -K  
L -A -B -E -L  B -E -E -R . Everybody enjoys its deliciously 
light, dry goodness. And the host has a special 
reason for enjoyment—he buys top quality Black Label 
a t the popular price! That’s why Black Label sales are now 
four times what they were four years ago.
And every day more people s a y .. .

4
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Johnson

A m e r i c a ’s resort operators  b u y  8 6 %  more  

Jo hn so n  Se a-H or se s  than  a n y  other  make 

of outb oa rd  motor !

Ask the men who operate 
A m erica’s fishing resorts! 
They know outboards. They 

which motors are easiest to handle—to run— 
to maintain. Above all, they know the extreme im
portance of outboard DEPENDability . . . Johnson 

their choice — b y  86% ! On plans for 
their choice is Johnson by more 

to 1.* Their favorite, of course, is the Sea- 
53^—America’s leading fishing motor. This is 

that offers modern "big motor” features 
motor handling ease. Plus Johnson’s rev

olutionary "Suspension Drive” that brings QUIET to



MIGHTY BUTTERBALL
Louis Cyr was the strongest man who ever lived. He could outpull 
fo u r  horses and lift over two tons, but he couldn’t stop eating

BY HY STEIRMAN
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Canical whaling station at Madeira’s eastern tip. A launch tows the boats to the whaling grounds.

breaches on his humped back.

Not since the days of Moby Dick a century ago have iron men chased 
whales in flimsy wooden ships. But just recently, near the South 
Atlantic island of Madeira, the author-pliotograplier recaptured this 
rugged era when he found him self . . .

WHALING THE HARD WAY
B y  John Kruse

☆  TRUE
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THE CASE OF THE

FRUSTRATED KILLER
Six times the lawyer tried to k ill his wife, and six times he 
failed. It finally took dynamite to blow her to sm ithereens 
—and it took ju st three words to do the same for his alibi

B Y  A LA N  H Y N D

☆ 41



Wolfson, 43, is determined to grab control of one of the country’s largest mail order houses in showdown this month.

THE MAN WHO 
WANTS MONKEY

Louis W olfson parlayed an old junkyard into a whopping 
fortune. Now with few financial worlds left to conquer, 
he is gunning fo r  one of the biggest— Montgomery Ward

B Y  MAXWELL HAMILTON

tV true
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The pilot went into a maneuver to come up to the raft. I  thought, “Dear God, help him through these waves.”

FORMOSA ESCAPE
For Charlie-Easy Seven it was to be just a simple look-see at a R ed tanker. Nobody called 
it war, but when the guns went o ff everyone learned the hard way how heroes are made

BY LT. JOHN S. CARLTON, USN
as told to LT. BROOKS HONEYCUTT, USNR

Illustrated by Dewitt Whistler Jayne
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NOTHING TO WEAR 
BUT YOUR SWEAT

About 3 ,5 0 0  years ago somebody in Constantinople decided that heat 
might cure infertility. Turkish baths have been going fu ll steam ever since

B Y  M A R T I N  A B R A M S O N
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THE ART OF
INTELLIGENT DRINKING

Think you can drink ? There’s more to it than just bending an elbow or 
putting your trust in the myths o f  alcoholic folklore. H ere’s what men who 
know say about the way to enjoy your liquor and to help that hangover

B Y  M O R T O N  M .  H U N T
Illustrated for true  by Graphics Institute
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(for the 160-lb. male)

for the average drinker- ,v7 
more fun, fewer ^  
calories, less hangover

To avoid gaining weight, si 
ay from sweet drinks.

*  f S V *

lay 2. Be sure diet includes vita
mins, vegetables and meat.

L |
f f l i )  P I
3. Dilute whiskey with water 
or soda, and let it cool.

4. Eat protein foods like meat or 
cheese before or with your drinks.

5. A glass of milk before a 
party makes a fine base.

6. Moderate drinking decreases driv
ing ability by 25-40%
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SHARP SHOOTING 
& THE FAST PITCH

Life was easy in the old days. Here is a party 
of 50 years ago returning from the marshes, 
boats laden with waterfowl. A man could miss 
and miss in those times, and still not go hun
gry. Today you can’t afford to let a bird go by.

Sm art flinging will turn clay pigeons 
into pheasants, ducks and even rabbits 
— and turn you into a dead shot by fall

BY LUCIAN CARY
true’s Gun Expert
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W ithin my memory, the way that a man learned to shoot a shotgun 
was in the field. Depending on where you lived, you shot duck or quail 

or prairie chicken until you learned to lead a flying target. This is no longer 
possible. Mostly there isn’t enough game and when there is, the bag limit 
stops you. You could learn to shoot ducks in Arkansas when the limit was 
twenty-five in a day—you can’t do that now that the limit is four. And because 
game is so much scarcer it is more important to shoot well.

Well, maybe not. Maybe it always was important. No one likes to miss. And 
outdoor sport offers fewer satisfactions greater than dropping a fast flying bird 
at forty yards unless it is dropping several fast flying birds without a miss.

Nowadays you can shoot at clay targets thrown from a trap if you want to 
learn to shoot a shotgun. If you can call crows to within range you can get out- 
of-season practice in shooting them. And there are places in the West where 
there’s a daily flight of magpies. But the beginner needs practice on clay tar
gets before he’s up to shooting either crows or magpies. That means the 
muscles and nerves which you bring into play using a shotgun must be thor
oughly conditioned. Your body must be coordinated with your eye.

Nothing is more humiliating than the experience of having a companion 
bust your bird after you have missed with the contents of two shells. The time 
to get in shape for fall bird shooting is from now on through summer. You 
can do it with clay pigeons and a gadget or two to throw them. If you’ve 
played hard-ball not too far back, you can peg targets out by hand. But a 
mechanical trap makes life easier, and may be had for under $25. The throw 
is sure and long.

Hand-held traps (as shown at right) are convenient to transport and store, 
and with practice will throw well. Prices there range under $5.

Strangely, trap shooting first came about owing to the high cost of targets 
in the once-flourishing sport of live-pigeon shooting. And the fact that trap 
shooting is a substitute for live-bird shooting is plainly seen in some of the 
words used. An official scoring trap shooting is likely to say “dead” or "lost” 
according to whether the clay target is broken or missed. Remington calls its 
clay targets “blue rocks.” Blue rock was originally the name of a particular 
breed of pigeon used for live-bird shooting. Western calls its clay targets 
“white flyers.” Today when a club announces a live-pigeon shoot ip this 
country it is careful not to speak of live pigeons. The program refers to “fly
ers,” The word is understood by shooters but not by the general public, which 
has outlawed it in most states on moral grounds. [Continued on page 64]

The traps on this page are useful to the perfectionist shooter. On the right, from top: Melco’s design for singles or 
doubles; Remington’s cockable model for spring-driven take-off; the Moskeeto trap which throws miniature pigeons for 
use with .22 shot shells; Western’s hand trap, with springy neck to add snap to the throw. Below, from the left: a British 
trap by Imperial Chemicals Industries, at about $100; Remington, Winchester and Moskeeto practice traps at around $25.
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DINAMITE ATEN AND HIS BIG BOOM
He was a good man, the sergeant was, and Ranger Headquarters 
had no mind to pull him off the job . But they didn’t know he was 
so tired of chasing fence-cutters that he was ready to blow up Texas

BY HART STILWELL

•fr TRUE
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THEY FIGHT LIKE HELL
A clierubic-Iooking Englishm an named Glubb made a lot o f experts 
lo o k  silly  when he tra in e d  th e p rim itiv e  B ed o u in  in  th e  art o f  
modern war. In  com bat his lean, mean soldiers often throw away 
th e b o o k  and k il l  acco rd in g  to th e m e rc ile ss  law o f  th e d esert

BY S A N D Y  S A N D E R S O N
Photographed for true by George Rodger





Colorful and deadly, the King’s Guard mounted on Arabian stallions were hand-picked for their expert horsemanship.

Glubb had taken a long step toward accomplislung his goal.
In 1930, Glubb was ordered to Trans-Jordan to help 

establish newly-crowned King Abdullah on the throne and 
to put a halt to the never-ending border raids. It was an ap
parently impossible assignment, but Abdullah had picked 
the right man. Glubb knew Arabs, and he had proved his 
courage 15 years before at Arras and Ypres, where he re
ceived Britain’s Military Cross and a disfiguring shrapnel 
wound that tore off half his jaw. Abdullah, with typical 
Arab candor, affectionately named him Abu el Huneik— 
"Father of the Little Chin.”

With eloquence, patience and understanding Glubb was 
able to halt the border raids by the warring sheiks. But 
when he started his recruiting campaign for the Legion he 
ran into trouble. A previous attempt had met failure years 
before because the recruiting had been done among town

Arabs, who are a far cry from their desert brethren. Noth
ing he could do could lure the Bedouins into the Legion, 
originally named the Desert Patrol.

For a time it looked as if Glubb and an escaped Saudi 
slave would police Trans-Jordan by themselves. But one 
hot spring noon, as Glubb and his trooper sat in a Buick 
in a desolate valley eating their lunch, two figures ap
proached. When they were within recognition distance 
Glubb leaped from the car with a shout and the three em
braced each other. The arrivals were two Iraqis who had 
served in a border patrol under Glubb along the Euphra
tes; they had heard what he was doing and had walked 500 
miles to join him.

This testimonial to Glubb’s leadership from two fellow 
Bedouins was impressive; one by one Glubb enlisted twenty 
more desert warriors. The Legion in Amman sent him four
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THE S T A M P  TH AT C H A N G E D  H IS T O R Y

Had it not been fo r  a Frenchm an’s dream and a penny  
postage stamp, the Panama Canal might never have existed

RI C H A R D  DE BROWN



" soft touch" for worlds of fun I

E v i n r u d i
You’re really in the driver’s seat with this one! And 
thanks to your Big Twin Electric you can stay right 
there! In pampered ease! For days and months of carefree push-button 
boating! You’ll love it! Your wife will love it! Now boat 
handling is an all-the-family affair!
Is it new . . . tricky . . . untried ? No, sir! Introduced by Evinrude 
a full year ago, the flawless performance of Big Twin Electrics 
has been certified by millions of owner miles on waters everywhere. 
And this year—-finer than ever! You’ll speed in the tranquil quiet of 
revolutionary Whispering Power. You’ll relax in blissful smoothness 
that makes riding seem like sailing!
SEE YOUR EVINRUDE DEALER. Look for his name under “Outboard' 
Motors” in your phone book. He will gladly demonstrate the Big 
Twin Electric, or any of the complete range of Whispering Power 
Evinrudes . . . now there’s a model for every type of boat! CATALOG 
FREE! Write today for big, full-color catalog of the complete Evinrude 
line. EVINRUDE MOTORS, 4597 N. 27th Street, Milwaukee 16, Wis.

m of Outboard, Marine & Mfg. Company

E v in r u d e
ftoMSMCh, CE23J

.. qM s W L  c fr A e & l

$430

49 ,bs- $235 
$,45
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SHORT CUT TO SUMMER COMFORT
Time was, when shorts were fo r  sissies. 
Nowadays, more and more men are discovering 
that shorts are a smart way to beat the heat

a generation ago Walter Hagen was wandering over the 
world’s golf courses in knickerbockers and Big Bill Tilden 
was playing tennis in long white flannels. Nowadays, 
shorts for sports are accepted everywhere. This summer, 
T rue predicts, shorts will also be accepted for office wear. 
If this switch to shorts seems wildly improbable to the 
more conservative reader, consider this fact: the U.S. 
Army Air Force is now designing a new summer uniform 
which features shorts for coolness and comfort.

Besides the plain common-sense of comfort, shorts are catching on be
cause manufacturers are turning out an excellent array of styles and colors

r, you’ll not only be cool as a Collins, but
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For Long Range Power 
Load Up W ith

Super-X
G et high velocity, low tra jectory  

I and S M A S H IN G  A C T IO N !

Super-x'eT yo^takf shots thatare"
22’s. Shoot Super-X and be sure that 

ZrPo T ng 22 cartridge can deliver. With Super-





ItI What Strange Powers 
Did The Ancients Possess?

bird in the air. Then if you have time 
you can pick another bird and maybe get 
a double.

One thing you can do with a trap on 
the home grounds that is not done on 
trap or skeet fields is take a second shot 
at a missed target. In the formal games 
you get only one shot at a target. In field 
shooting you may, missing with your first 
shot, whip in a second and killing shot. 
It is well to learn to be fast with that 
second barrel and there's no reason why 
you can’t practice getting in that second 
shot on the home grounds.

The regulation distance for throwing 
clay targets is 50 yards—that is, the targets 
are required to travel from 48 to 52 yards. 
In order to travel that far targets must 
start from the trap at around 60 miles an 
hour. A beginner can adjust a trap so it 
does not throw targets so fast and far. 
Then when he is breaking his targets with 

some regularity he can speed up his tar-

If you want to practice shooting at high 
incomers, as you may if you intend to 
shoot ducks coming in over trees, the trap 
should be mounted from 25 to 40 feet 
above the ground. 1 recently saw a trap 
mounted on the roof of a barn and im
mediately began to figure what I could do 
with my barn. One problem, not to be 
neglected, is protecting the man who is 
loading and pulling the trap. On skeet 
fields the targets come out of a chute 
with baffles so the trap boy is protected. 
Either Remington Arms, Bridgeport, 
Connecticut, or the Arms and Ammuni
tion Division of Olin Industries, East Al
ton, Illinois, will furnish detailed draw
ings of the construction.

three or more traps you can enjoy the best 
of all informal trap games, and the one 
closest to actual field shooting on game. 
A friend of mine, a retired doctor who 
considers ruffed grouse shooting the 
noblest of all sports, owns some rough 
land in the Berkshire Hills of Massa
chusetts. He has woodland meadows 
grown up to juniper, a marsh and a 
brook. He set up twelve traps, each hid
den by brush or trees or a rock. He put 
three of these on small rafts in the brook 
where they were hidden by alders. These 
offer the kind of shot you get when jump
ing ducks along a stream.

The doctor invites his friends over 
week ends from May until the hunting 
season opens. Two men walk along the 
course while a third man pulls the traps 
from behind them. The man on the right 
takes targets going to the right and the 
man on the left takes targets going to the 
left, same as proper sportsmen do in the 
field. But there is one exception to this 
rule. It  the first man to shoot misses, the 
second man may shoot. And if the second 
man breaks the target, he gets two points 
instead of one. The doctor has become 
most popular among men who want to 
learn to shoot a shotgun, men who like 
to keep their hand in during the closed 
season, and men who just like to shoot.

He did recently get annoyed with a 
guest who was a fair enough shot but not 
as good as he liked to say he was. On one 
occasion the brag gunner broke fifteen 
out of the sixteen targets the course offers 
—eight singles and four doubles. This was 
THE MAN'S MAGAZINE ft

EVERY important discovery relating 
to mind power, sound thinking and 

cause and effect, as applied to self
advancement, was known centuries ago, 
before the masses could read and write. 
Much has been written about the wise 
men of old. A popular fallacy has it that 
their secrets of personal power and suc
cessful living were lost to the world. 
Knowledge of nature’s laws, accumu
lated through the ages, is never lost. At 
times the great truths possessed by the 
sages were hidden from unscrupulous 
men in high places, but never destroyed,

Why Were Their Secrets 
Closely Guarded?

Only recently, as time is measured; not 
more than twenty generations ago, less 
than l/100th of 1% of the earth’s people 
were thought capable of receiving basic 
knowledge about the laws of life, for it 
is an elementary truism that knowledge 
is power and that power cannot be en
trusted to the ignorant and the un
worthy.
Wisdom is not readily attainable by the 
general public; nor recognized when 
right within reach. The average person 
absorbs a multitude of details about 
things, but goes through life without 
ever knowing where and how to acquire 
mastery of the fundamentals of the inner 
mind—that mysterious silent something 
which “whispers” to you from within.

as the laws of breathing, eating and 
sleeping. All fixed laws of nature are 
as fascinating to study as they are 
vital to understand for success in life. 
You can learn to find and follow every 
basic law of life. You can begin at any 
time to discover a whole new world of 
interesting truths. You can start at once 
to awaken your inner powers of self
understanding and self-advancement. 
You can learn from one of the world’s 
oldest institutions, first known in Amer
ica in 1694. Enjoying the high regard 
of hundreds of leaders, thinkers and 
teachers, the organization is known as 
the Rosicrucian Order. Its complete 
name is the “Ancient and Mystical 
Order Rosae Crucis,” abbreviated by the 
initials “AMORC." The teachings of the 
Order are not sold, for it is not a com
mercial organization, nor is it a religious 
sect. It is a non-profit fraternity,, a 
brotherhood in the true sense.

Not For General Distribution
Sincere men and women, in search of 
the truth—those who wish to fit in with 
the ways of the world—are invited td 
write for a complimentary copy of the 
booklet, “The Mastery of Life.” It tells 
how to contact the librarian of the 
archives of AMORC for this rare knowl
edge. This booklet is not intended for 
general distribution; nor is it sent with
out request. It is therefore suggested 
that you write for your copy to the 
Scribe whose address is given in the 
coupon. The initial step is for you to take.
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There was a titter in the crowd, for if 
Michaud could not lift the stone, surely 
Louis would never be able to do it.

Calling on some extra reserve of 
strength and stamina from deep in the 
inner fibers of his roly-poly body, Louis 
struggled again. He quivered, his big 
body trembling in a mighty effort. Slowly 
up the boulder went. The judges could 
see over 6 inches of daylight under it as 
the crowd began to shriek. Just in case 
there might be any question, Louis 
gnashed his teeth and continued to strug
gle until he straightened out; -then he 
swung the stone away in a half toss. There 
was no question about it, Louis had 
earned the title “The Strongest Man in 
Canada.” The only one who couldn’t be
lieve it was Michaud. Years later Louis 
had to defeat him again to prove it.

The exhausted and excited young Her
cules returned to his home in St. Jean de 
Mathia and went back to his work as a 
logger. In January 1882, a few months 
after winning the Canadian title,. Louis 
wed Mademoiselle Melina, who at the 
time of her marriage weighed a little more 
than 90 pounds and was never to weigh 
more than 100 pounds during her life-

Cyr was a sincerely devoted husband. 
With his new reputation, he was able to 
visit towns in the French province and

some extra cash. The taste of show busi
ness thrilled him; when he decided to try 
and earn a living at it, his wife abided by 
the decision. After the first experiment, 

.however, traveling expenses proved too 
high to keep them at it on a regular basis. 
He returned to Montreal convinced that 
he had reached the summit of his career.

Louis Cyr, however, reckoned without 
destiny. There are at least fifteen ver
sions of the next incident in his life—his 
brief career as a policeman. His job on 
the force came after Louis gave an ex
hibition of; weight-lifting at Lafontaine 
Park in the East End <?f Montreal. On 
that occasion, he successfully lifted on a

platform 3,536 pounds of pig iron—all 
dead weight. So amazing was he in his 
demonstration that the mayor of Mon
treal asked him to join the police force.

The young man, now 22, weighing over 
300 pounds, with a head of curly black 
hair, was intrigued with the idea. That 
night he mentioned it to Melina, who 
said she had no objections but one: 
"Maybe he was only joking,” she said 
quietly. She was-quite realistic and didn’t 
want Louis building up false hopes of 
getting such a desirable position.

Several days later, young Cyr had oc
casion to meet the superintendent of po
lice, Mr. Paget, and once more he was 
asked to join the force. Louis agreed. The 
only obstacle was that he had to know 
how to fight. As a test, he was ordered to 
grapple the precinct wrestling champion. 
The battle lasted but three minutes. 
Louis rushed his opponent, pinned the 
man’s arms behind his back and tossed 
him to the ground; then Louis sat on 
him—and that ended that.

As a policeman, Louis caused a stir 
among the local citizenry. One night, a 
fight started in a saloon. The tavern 
owner called the cops and the sergeant

Arriving at the scene of mayhem, Louis 
found two well-known hoodlums rolling 
on the sawdust floor with onlookers mak
ing side bets on the outcome. Louis easily 
tore them apart. Both men drew ugly 
knives from their jackets. Louis was go
ing to have to pay the penalty for inter
fering in a private argument between two 
friendly Frenchmen. They made a dash 
for him. He put up his arms for protec
tion and they crashed into the two stal
wart boughs of brawn, which completely 
knocked the wind out of thtem. After 
pocketing their knives, Louis scooped the 
pair up like little dolls, though each man 
weighed over 180 pounds, tucked them 
under his arms and strolled the half-mile 
to the police station. He wasn’t even 
winded when he flung the culprits in jail.

This magnificent feat received such

prominent newspaper mention through
out Canada and the United States that 
Louis left the force and once again em
barked upon a career as a strong man. 
With a big wagon load of weights and 
Strongman paraphernalia, he and his 
father traveled around the old French- 
Canadian villages, where he gave exhibi
tions, often donating part of his earnings 
to local charities and churches.

Louis started to learn—the hard way— 
which feats pleased the onlookers. He was 
surprised to discover that quite often it 
wasn’t his most strenuous exertion that 
was the crowd pleaser. While he didn’t 
believe in gimmicks, he did have a natu
ral flair for the dramatic. On one occa
sion, he pressed a 200-pound bar bell 
(lifted it from the floor, brought it to 
rest on his chest, then hoisted it over his 
head) with one hand and received scant 
applause for it. On another day, as a 
joke, he lifted a 200-pound man up to 
his shoulder and then did a slow press; 
much to his delight, the audience went 
beserk. Needless to say, he substituted a 
man for the bar bell from that day on.

The cast-iron colossus learned several 
other crowd-pleasing tricks. Usually on a 
bet, he would harness his two horses, face 
them away from each other and grasp one 
pair of traces in each hand; then his 
father would slap and coax the horses, 
trying to force Louis to lose his grip. 
Without fail, the horses could not be 
pried from him, for with just plain brute 
muscle he held them in check. At One 
village, a wealthy farmer offered him $200 
if he could perform the same'trick with 
the farmer’s two best horses. Louis agreed 
and then paled when a farmhand brought 
in two Percherons, which are among the 
strongest draft horses in the world. The 
two dapple grays strained and tugged and 
were even whipped, but Louis never re
leased his grip. Showman that he was, he 
then had the farmer place one of the 
horses on his wagon and Louis lifted the 
wagon and the horse—and estimated to
tal of close to 2,500 pounds.

By now, Louis, who was beginning to 
develop a real touch of ham, had begun 
to let his hair grow and noise around the 
myth that Samson was his idol. This col
orful stunt did little, of course, to harm 
his bookings.

He was now on the threshold of the big 
time. In 1886, he challenged Richard 
Pennell to a test of strength. Pennell, an 
American, was one of several men to hold 
the unofficial title of “World’s Strongest 
Man.” The match was unfair from our 
point of view today because Pennell, al
though a brilliant performer, weighed 
but 178 pounds. Still, Pennell held a title 
Louis wanted. Louis was 23 years old, 
Pennell was 40. The match was held un
der the old-fashioned rules: one man se
lected a particular lift and the other had 
to duplicate or exceed it.

Pennell was dramatically beaten in 
every lift. When he did a one-arm press 
of 200 pounds, Louis duplicated it with 
ease. To gain a psychological advantage, 
Louis did a similar press with his own 
bar bell. The judges, believing it was 
hollow, put it on a scale. Pennell almost 
had a stroke when he learned it weighed 
253 pounds. Pennell then curled 102 
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They Fight Like Hell

Also, for Double and Single Edge Blades...say "PAL"!

[Continued from page 59]

Patrolman. Other proofs of the Legion’s 
new stature followed, and the trickle of 
recruits swelled to a steady stream. Within 
a few months even the sons of the sheiks 
were asking to be taken in, and Glubb 
had to close his enlistments. "The Bedou
in’s chief pleasure,” Glubb says, “is to 
bear arms. The abolition of raiding drove 
the most gallant and enterprising young

The uniform was impressive: a long 
khaki robe, white sleeves, red sash and 
red revolver lanyard, a belt and ammuni
tion bandolier and a silver dagger in the 
belt. Soon the prettiest girls would have 
only Desert Patrolmen for lovers, Glubb 
says, and the tradition has persisted to

In the beginning Glubb tried to make 
his Legionnaires model citizens first and 
soldiers second. Grizzled—but illiterate- 
veterans of raids and battles sat around 
campfires night after night laboriously 
tracing out the Arabic alphabet with a 
stub of a pencil. They also learned first 
aid, public sanitation, and the essentials 
of farming. Legion posts adopted orphans 
and contributed part of their pay to 
famine victims. The Legion became po
liceman, judge, teacher, farm extension 
agent, doctor and general confessor of 
the desert people in Trans-Jordan. (It 
still is, especially among the distressed 
Arab refugees from Palestine.)

A sign hung over each desert fort: “The 
reason for the existence of the Desert Pa
trol is to increase the prosperity of the 
Arabs.” Again and again, Glubb says, 
when a Legionnaire gathered local tribes
men aroupd a campfire for a cup of bitter 
Arab tea and talk about some joint prob
lem, more than one man wiped tears from 
his eyes. “It was pathetic to realize that 
they could be moved to tears by the mere 
idea of a government devoted to theii* 
interests.”

On this basis Glubb built an army of 
citizens who would fight—because they 
had something to fight for.

He then set about training his men for 
war. He had no need to concern himself 
with individual patrolling, survival in 
the desert, physical conditioning, or rifle 
marksmanship. Map-reading, too, was un
necessary; the Bedouins had mapped in 
their minds thousands of square miles of 
what seemed to the European utterly fea
tureless desert.

But there were trucks and armored cars 
to learn to drive and maintain, machine 
guns and mortars to assemble and fire, 
tactics and finally even a few light ar
tillery pieces to understand. The Legion 
leaped enthusiastically into the task of 
transforming itself from a primitive to a 
modern army.

When war came in 1939, Glubb and 
his men were not caught napping. They 
had been on a war footing for several 
months, and King Abdullah immediately 
offered his entire army to the British. 
Jordan was the only non-empire nation 
to stand with the English in the dark, 
early days—and Glubb never lets the 
people at home forget it.
THE MAN’S MAGAZINE ft

The Legion fought a lightninglike war 
against the pro-Nazi Iraqis, got badly 
mauled by Messerschmitts in the begin
ning, but went on and stormed several 
Iraqi forts. Within a month the cam
paign was over and the Iraqis were back 
in the Allied fold.

Then the Legion was sent to Syria to 
fight the Vichy French. With them were 
the Aussies and the British. The fighting 
was rugged and primitive. With blood in 
their eyes and a tribesman’s yell in 
their throats, Glubb’s troops repeatedly 
charged the French to engage in hand-to- 
hand combat—a thing the Bedouin dearly 
loves. Glubb was in the thick of the fight
ing, chasing the enemy at breakneck 
speeds and shouting encouragement to 
his men. When it was all over, the French 
had been soundly thrashed and the Le
gion’s fighting ability was well estab
lished.

Glubb wanted to take his men to fight 
in Europe. But he was balked, and for 
the rest of the war the Legion did guard 
duty throughout the Middle East.

The guard duty was dull; but it was 
performed with a will by the fanatically 
devoted men of Glubb. Lance Corporal 
Hamed al Huda is typical of these men: 
tough Huda stands like a fullback, 6 feet

tall and 190 pounds, and walks like the 
outdoorsman he is, with a long catlike 
stride on the balls of-Ifis feet. His face is 
burnt bronze by the stinging desert wind. 
He has four-inch black mustache, which 
curls upward a\ the ends like a Turk’js, 
and a thin fringe of beard, which runs up 
the chin line on either side for about 
three inches. Dressed in an immaculate 
British-type battledress, with the flowing 
Arab headdress, Huda would be a hand
some character if it weren’t for his teeth, 
which are in bad shape. He is 31 years 
old now and has been in the Legion for 
fifteen years.

Huda was a ragged desert herd boy of 
16 who had never seen an automobile 
when he enlisted (volunteers only in the 
Legion). He signed up because his father 
owed a debt of gratitude to Glubb. Out 
driving in his Buick one day in the early 
30’s, Glubb came upon the tents of an 
isolated sheik of the Ruwalla tribe; the 
sheik was slowly going blind with an eye 
disease which Glubb knew was easily cur
able. He wrote out a chit to be presented 
at the hospital in Amman. Three years 
later the sheik sent his much-cherished 
youngest son to serve Glubb: debts are 
always paid in the desert.

Huda trained with two other recruits
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cameras into the whaleboats themselves. 
The launch was too high for good pic
tures, and it couldn’t get close enough to 
photograph the harpooning without scar
ing the whale. Huston told Gouveia his 
decision. His eyes twinkled, but his words 
carried a warning. “It will be dangerous,” 
Gouveia said, “but with a little practice 
it might be done.”

So we practiced. The following morn
ing the boats were lined up for us at the 
whaling station, fully equipped and 
crewed. We were each allocated a boat 
and shown where to sit.

Whaleboats are crammed with gear. 
First there are the harpoons and lances, 
half a dozen of each strapped to either 
ceiling, a number of waiting flags. God 
knows how many cuddy boxes for the 
men’s food, emergency tack, water, a 20- 
foot mast and sail unstepped and lain 
along the thwarts, the 50-yard towing 
warp and two tubs each containing 230 
yards of coiled whale-line.

The whale-line Gouveia stressed, and 
not the whale was our greatest danger. 
This line is not stored forward as one 
might expect, but amidships, and it runs 
first aft, passing around a loggerhead in 
the stern and then forward down the 
center of the boat to the harpooner in 
the bows. This distributes the pull of the 
whale over the whole boat.

When the whale is harpooned and run
ning this line whips through the boat and 
anything, or anyone, fouling it would be 
snatched straight overboard and down.

To encourage us, Gouveia told us 
about a boat in 1948 that was dragged 
under because of a knot in the line. The 
crew tried to jump clear, but two of them 
got caught by the line—one by the leg, 
the other by the throat. The whale towed 
them down for several fathoms, but for
tunately it changed course and surfaced. 
The men were both rescued, though one 
lost his leg.

The whale crewmen were great guys. 
Very simple and respectful, with a strictly 
elementary sense of humor. I guess they 
need it. Doing the job they do for the 
equivalent of $28 a month needs just 
about all the humor there is.

Gouveia told us that he had a lot of 
trouble with them a few years back, be
fore the government put the tax on 
aguadente. Aguadente is a local cane 
spirit, a toe-curler if ever there was one, 
and it sold in those days for around 15 
cents a gallon. Since the tax though, the 
cost of the drink had risen beyond their 
pockets. Only the rich people in Madeira 
get drunk now.

After another day of training in the 
whaleboats, we were ready to meet the 
whales on their own level. We tanked up 
on aguadente that night, and raised hell 
until 4 in the morning. At 6:30 the rocket 
went up. We staggered out, tumbled 
down the quay steps onto the launch and 
were at sea and heading east before we 
really woke up.

Gouveia was at the wheel. “Bon di’,’’ 
he called out. “Good news! Today we 
have a school. The boats are there al
ready. They have made one kill.”

We soon found out how the boats had 
managed to get there so fast. The whales 
were practically in Cani9al Bay. As we

rounded Santa Katarina Island the whole 
whaling panorama was spread before us, 
like an old-fashioned print.

It was a magnificent sight—whales 
everywhere, idling through the sea in 
families of five and ten and twenty, with 
here and there the clean whiteness of a 
whaleboat, either in pursuit or already 
fastened. Two waiting flags blinked 
amongst the waves showing that a second 
kill had been added to the first.

These were the school whales—the 
cows, the calves and yearlings—as differ
ent from the lone bull we had encoun
tered as pleasure steamers from a war
ship. They were smaller (the females 
rarely exceeding 35 feet), less alert, and 
when they sounded did so for only a few 
minutes at a time. This was possibly for 
the benefit of the calves.

Not much is known about the mating 
habits of whales, though I have met sea
men who claim to have seen them pressed 
vertically together in the water with their 
blowholes just breaking the surface. Cer
tainly they are polygamous, one or two 
bulls to a school.

A cow produces one or two calves at a 
time, suckling her offspring like any other 
mammal. The nipples are waterproofed 
inside a sort of envelope into which the 
calf thrusts its head.

Suddenly we saw a whaleboat speeding 
like an arrow over the calm water, its 
oars making no sound in their corded 
rowlocks.

There are two traditional methods of 
going on the whale, either to go oh the 
flukes or head and head. These are the 
two directions in which the whale is least 
able to see. Even from sideways on it can 
see very little, due partially to the small
ness of the eye which is constructed to 
withstand the immense depth-pressures 
at which it feeds. (A 45-foot sperm whale 
was found entangled in a submarine cable 
off Columbia by a repair ship in 1932. 
The cable was brought up from 3,240 
feet.)

The whaleboat now was going in on 
the flukes. When it was within thirty 
yards of the last whale the harpooner 
boated his oar and got forward. With a 
quick check to make sure the line wasn’t 
fouling . anything he braced himself 
against the thigh-board and leveled the 
harpoon, holding it halfway along the 
shaft with his left hand and cupping his 
right hand over the end of the butt—as if 
to push rather than throw it.

The boat drew level with the whale, 
but the harpooner made no move. One 
of the oars actually thudded the whale 
as the boat swept by and on into the main 
body of whales until it was surrounded 
by them. Still he did not strike.

The boatheader was up on the stand
ing-cleats craning his neck to get a longer 
view, putting the boat beautifully be
tween the closely massed backs. In a few 
seconds they had passed up through the 
"family,” emerging almost on the back of 
the leading cow. Only then did the har
pooner strike.

The iron bedded deep in the big back 
slightly forward of the hump. In one 
smooth movement the whale rounded out 
and sounded. The harpooner almost 
lazily tossed overboard the box-line—a

few fathoms of whale-line which give 
slack to the whale to allow the crew time 
to reorganize.

The men peaked their oars so that they 
lay across the boat and faced the bows, 
the whale-line just then beginning to 
run. They leaned across it casually to 
light each other’s cigarettes, talking and 
laughing.

When the big cow sounded the whole 
family followed her so that now there 
was nothing to be seen on the surface 
but their slicks—pools of oily smoothness. 
The whale-line whined out over the bow 
chocks and straight down into the water 
like a dropped anchor cable.

Presently the line’s angle in the water 
told the harpooner that the whale had 
finished sounding and was now running. 
So he signaled the boatheader, who 
snubbed the line around the stern logger-

Immediately the boat began to move 
at about 10 knots, slowing a little, jerk
ing forward again, as the whale ran and 
hesitated, puzzled by this new weight 
that had suddenly been added to her. 
Finally she surfaced, still swimming 
strongly and with her family still about

The whalers, smoking patiently, let her 
run with only the boatheader working at 
his oar. They knew she would soon ex
haust herself. When her condition was 
right they began hauling on the line, the 
tub and stern oarsmen coiling the drip
ping hemp neatly on the boatheader’s 
platform as it came aboard, until the boat 
was within twenty feet of the whale. The 
harpooner stood ready in the bows hold
ing his lance—a 5-foot steel-headed spear 
mounted on a 6-foot pole.

The crew rowed in the last twenty 
feet. The harpooner balanced his lance 
and struck, yanking it out immediately 
by the short line attached to it. He struck 
again. This time the head of the lance 
came back bent and he had to straighten 
it between the bow chocks before striking 
again. The whale sounded.

The lancing process went on for some 
time, becoming less daring and cruder as 
the whale weakened, until the harpooner 
was running the weapon into her side 
carelessly, saving his strength for the 
fresh whales that would come later.

She began to spout blood—a sign that 
the lance had started internal bleeding 
of the lungs. All lancing is aimed at this 
and the resulting “chimney afire” is the 
signal to give the whale its head, as its 
final contortions are near.

The final contortions are called the 
“flurry” and they conform to an invari
able pattern. The whale’s flukes go down, 
the head comes up and she runs in a 
circle, jaws working, reaching toward the 
sun. She feels herself drowning and she is 
fighting toward the light and air that she 
believes must lie above her.

Gradually the flurry becomes more la
bored, till at last she sinks back into the 
water. A few kicks perhaps, but she is 
dead and presently her side will' come up 
whitely breaking the surface and the 
whalemen will haul up to her cautiously 
and plant their flag.

They made a few sharp nicks with a 
flensing spade, jammed in the white flag,







tugging them free, darting again, while 
beyond him from across the whale the 
other harpooner was doing the same 
thing. The creature showered us with

PaJ  the whale began to weaken, the 
boats drew in closer and the harpooners 
began to ram their lances home by hand, 
stirring them about with a circular 
motion. Then ours did something that 
amazed me. He placed his lance against 
the bull’s side and leaned on it, hammer
ing the weapon in up to its socket with 
his straightening mallet.

The red mist from the creature’s blow
hole darkened and the crew began to 
give him his head. He tried to sound, 
floundered under our boat, scraped up 
the far side of it. His head came up out 
of the water like a log breaking free from 
under a falls, and he spouted blood.

The great beast was choking in its own 
blood, rolling over and over, blowing 
with the resonance of sea-filled caves. The 
ridiculous mouth opened and closed, 
vomiting squid, more and more till the 
sea was littered with them. The inade
quate fin lifted and it heaved over on its 
flank.

“Muerta," the harpooner grunted. 
Dead. He bowed his head, picking a 
splinter out of his hand.

But our troubles weren’t over yet. As 
evening came on we boarded the launch 
again and started for home—and then the 
crippled boat began to sink!

We were four miles offshore of the 
most inaccessible cliffs on the island, in 
a high sea, with night falling. There was 
nowhere we could beach. The crew tore 
up the flooring in the saloon to find out 
where the leak was; but with the bilges 
brimful of water they couldn’t see a 
thing.

“We must run for it,’’ Gouveia said, 
“and hope to reach Cani^al." He throt
tled up and got going while the rest of 
us pumped. Hell, how we pumped! We 
had 4,000 feet of unrepeatable negative 
on board which we could never hope to 
get to shore on the flimsy raft we carried. 
We had to save the boat or nothing.

But though we pumped like crazy the 
water gained on us steadily. Our stern 
sank lower and lower in the sea, drug
ging our speed. We found later that the 
vibration of the bent shaft had loosened 
the hull bolts. They had finally dropped 
out and the water was welling up 
through the bolt holes.

At last with desperate inspiration we 
tore off the roof of the saloon, so that in 
addition to pumping we could chain the 
water up out of the bilges by bucket.

And that did the trick. We arrested 
the inflow and made the Fora gap on 
our beam ends, tilted on the leading edge 
of a huge wave.

After that we were in protected water, 
with the lights of the whaling station 
looking like stilettos in Cani^al Bay.

We had made it.
That’s about all there was to the loca

tion. When Huston saw the “rushes” in 
London he wired us to say that we had 
made up for missing the breaching shot 
—plus! The message ended: return
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Wolfson was ready to launch his ca
reer. The big question, of course, was 
how? There was no cash for expansion in 
M. Wolfson & Co.; this was 1933 and the 
depths of the depression. Accordingly, 
Lou braced his friend Hirsch and secured 
a loan from the Atlantan of $5,000. He 
picked up another five grand by borrow
ing on his own life insurance and that of 
any other member of the family “who’d 
throw money into the pot,” and, with this 
capital, founded Florida Pipe & Supply 
Co., the first of the Wolfson enterprises. 
He was then just 22.

At about that same time, Brest tipped 
off Lou to two things: one that a big 

> boom was in the offing in the chemical, 
oil and natural gas industries, with these 
companies needing vast amounts of pipe 
to transport their products acfoss the 
country, and secondly that there was, on 
the Florida estate of J. C. Penney—an 
ironical twist, in view of young Lou’s 
reading—a supply of pipe and building 
materials which could be snapped up 
cheap. Lou got it for $275.

If Lou needed any final clincher to his 
belief that there was an easier way to 
make money than playing pro football 
he got it in the disposition of that ma
terial he’d bought from the Penney es
tate, for, within two years, he’d disposed 
of it—an order here, an order there—for 
a total of $100,000.

Often pressed for details on the man
ner in which he picked up such a fan
tastic profit on so small an investment, 
Wolfson remarked to a reporter, regard
ing the Peritaey deal, that "it involved 
many, many sales, over a period of two 
years, and I recall vividly only one of 
them. This was one of some $5,000 and 
concerned a shipment of lead which was 
sold to Federated Metals, a subsidiary of 
American Smelting & Refining Company. 
It was a full carload shipment, and was 
perhaps typical of the kind of deals we 
were able to make with that Penney

Regardless of how they all were ac
complished, the many transactions added 
up to a mighty neat profit, and Wolfson 
rubbed his hands and moved on to bigger

The first of these latter came quickly. 
With the war on the horizon, Wolfson 
agreed with his friend, Brest, that should 
ever large amounts of men be put into 
military training, the South would be the 
place to do it, and that training camps 
would have to be built to accommodate 
them. Accordingly, Florida Pipe & Sup
ply began to buy up large amounts of the 
materials such construction inevitably 
would demand, selling it wherever there 
was a demand in the minor boom that 
accompanied the late 1930’s. By the time 
the draft went into force in 1940, Florida 
Pipe was doing an annual business of 
close to $4 million.

Wolfson was draft exempt—there was 
the bum shoulder, and a kidney ailment 
besides—but his four brothers all even
tually went into service, and even the 
father, Morris, as well as Lou himself, 
pulled every wire they knew to make it 
possible for the entire male wing of the 
Wolfson clan to get into uniform. Morris, 
having seen what a young man with am
bition could do in the United States, was 
THE MAN’S MAGAZINE

almost fanatically patriotic, and said be
fore his death in 1947, "The greatest day 
of my life was the day I obtained my 
United States citizenship.” But Unde 
Sam was having none of a gent his age, 
and even less with a lad with Lou’s disT 
abilities; so there was nothing left for 
the two of them to do but stay home and

The evidence of how his draft exemp
tion preyed on Lou, however, is seen in 
the reports of his associates, who told of 
how he almost was ashamed to appear in 
public during the war. When he did, it 
was to watch for every chance to do an 
unobtrusive bit as his share in the war

While waiting for a train one night in 
the Washington railroad station, Wolfson 
put two $100 bills in an envelope and 
gave them to a soldier who was standing 
forlornly with his wife and family at the 
end of the platform, and before the 
soldier knew even what he was getting 
Wolfson had disappeared.

By working his normal 18-hour day, 
he had boomed Florida Pipe’s annual 
gross to $4i/£ million by 1949, which 
time he figured was the proper one to 
liquidate and go on to other things. He 
got out of Florida Pipe for a sale price of 
$2.5 million, which again was not a bad 
turnover on an original investment of 
$10,000, all of it borrowed.

But, with the end of the war in the 
offing, Wolfson wanted to see what he 
could do when he didn’t have the mili
tary boom to take some of the luster off 
his accomplishments, and it was his first 
venture along this line that really put 
him into the big money.

The government had built the vast St. 
John’s River Shipyard, at Jacksonville 
during the war at a cost of $19.5 million. 
Uncle Sam now was ready to get out of 
shipbuilding, and called for bids on the 
yard. The stipulation was, however, that 
the bidders had to be operators now in 
the shipbuilding business, men who 
planned to keep the yard going as a post
war shat-in-the-arm to the American 
merchant marine.

Wolfson was not a shipbuilder. Accord
ingly, he picked up another smaller yard, 
the Tampa Shipbuilding Company, sev
eral days before bids on the St. John’s 
yard were due, paying $1 million for it. 
It put him into the shipyard business in 
time to enter a successful bid of $1,926,- 
500 for the St. John’s River property. (He 
later sold the Tampa company for four 
times what he’d paid for it, after building 
several dredges and other vessels in it— 
at a profit, of course.)

It was his shipyard manipulation that 
taught Wolfson one thing, namely that 
it’s easier to make a million dollars than 
it is to make a hundred or even a thou
sand; you have far less competition when 
you get into those higher brackets. It also 
taught him that such big deals attract 
even bigger investigations almost as 
surely as a blonde in a Bikini attracts 
admirers, and the St. John’s-Tampa nego
tiation hardly had been consummated be
fore the lawyers started pawing through 
the statutes.

Specifically, a federal grand jury 
wanted to know how come Wolfson’s bid
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The Case of the Frustrated















and then the dynamite on top of cap 
until you think you have enough. Put 
cap on gun ready for shooting, fasten 
wire to trigger and then to the bottom 
of a post that is not in the ground, place 
gun in a box made for the special pur
pose and place the box just under the 
ground and cover up so it can’t be seen. 
Of course cock the gun when you put it

“So you see by this post being very 
crooked and not in the ground when 
wires are cut or torn down the post will 
fall and the end will fly up giving the 
wire at the bottom end of the post a jerk 
sufficient to shoot the gun off.

"The powder explodes the dynamite 
cap and the cap explodes the dynamite 
and then small pieces of shotgun will 
be found all over Novarro Co.

“Well, if it don't kill the parties that 
cut the fence, it will scare them so bad 
they will never cut another fence, think
ing it was a mere scratch that they did 
not get killed. When one of my booms 
once explodes all feiice-cutters will hear 
of it most likely and then all a pasture 
man has got to say to secure the safety 
of his fence against these midnight dep
redations is: ‘I have dynamite booms on

“We have quit guarding the fence and 
now I am going to put on my boom and 
see what success I can have in that way.’’

At this point Sergeant Aten, the master 
psychologist, undoubtedly remembered 
all the complaining he had done in pre
vious letters, and he decided to pour it 
on a little heavy just to convince head
quarters of his sincerity.

“In my last letter,” he said, “I wrote 
you that I would not work after fence- 
cutters after this time. Well, I take that 
back if you let me work my boom racket 
at the start. I would just as soon set dyna
mite booms the rest of my ranging days 
(which are numbered) as do anything

Then came the final touch of Aten 
humor.

“Keep your ears pricked,” he warned, 
“you may hear my dynamite boom clear 
down there. I will use the greatest pre
caution and see that no innocent man 
gets hurt with them. They are dangerous 
in setting unless a man is awful careful. 
However, if I get blowed up, you will 
know I was doing a good cause.

"Not necessary to write.”
Sergeant Aten was eminently correct 

in that last statement, if he meant it to 
apply to himself. It wasn’t necessary for 
him to write any more. But he did. And 
from his last letter it is possible to judge 
the nature of Captain Sieker’s comment 
when he received the warning, “Keep 
your ears pricked.” It must have been 
straight down the line.

“Your letter was very much appre
ciated,” Sergeant Aten replied, "as you 
have written exactly what I wanted you 
to, first because 1 have showed these 
pasture men how my boom racket can 
be worked to a perfection and now they 
know how to work as well as I do, but 
as long as I am here and no excuse for 
leaving they expect me to buy everything 
and take all the responsibility, etc.

“Now I have your order to show them 
that I am forbidden to set booms, etc.,

but they will go ahead and do it them
selves and not be like the farmer who 
waited upon his neighbors to come and 
harvest his grain. They know this is a 
sure plan. Of course I am forbidden hav
ing anything to do with the dynamite 
boom directly and the order will' be 
strictly obeyed.

“I do not consider that it closes my 
mouth and forbids me from writing and 
stating how my dynamite boom can be 
worked.”

But there wasn’t much time left, Aten’s 
letter indicates, for he wound up with a 
businesslike summary: “I have sold my 
outfit. . . .” And he must have been grin
ning from ear to ear as he wrote it.

Contrary to the estimate of Ranger 
headquarters, Aten’s work in Novarro 
County proved to be highly effective.

Though there is no record of the setting 
off of a dynamite boom in the Fence- 
cutter War, the evidence proves that the 
sergeant was a major factor in bringing 
about just what he said would happen— 
“Put a quietus on fence-cutting and it 
will soon enter into history.”

For when word of the sergeant’s dyna
mite boom got around there were almost 
immediate results. And Aten saw that 
word did get around—he gave every re
porter he could find the story of his 
boom, along with instructions on how it 
could be made and set. Almost at once 
fence-cutting began to fizzle out, and a 
murderous episode in history ended.

No doubt Sergeant Aten was pleased 
with that. But one thing pleased him

He had got his recall.—Hart Stilwell
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I C A M E  T O  P L A Y

[Continued from page 28]

"Don't worry about it," he said. “You don’t strike me as being 
the worrying kind."

"Well, don't start in now,” he said. "Just go up there and 
take your swings.”

Don't think that was just offhand advice. It meant a lot to me, 
just as similar advice from Leo Durocher meant in seasons to

I did what McKechnie said, and pretty soon I was hitting 
the ball. In 81 games for Trenton in '50, I hit .353. I had 76 
singles, 20 doubles, eight triples and four homers. I stole seven 
bases, knocked in 55 runs, scored 50.

The next season I was promoted to Minneapolis of the 
American Association—class AAA. Tommy Heath was the man
ager, and we had our spring training at Sanford, Florida. Just 
before one exhibition game there, Heath brought a well-dressed, 
athletic-looking man over to say hello to me.

“Say, heyl” I said, and shook hands.
“Heard a lot about you,” the man said. “Maybe I’ll be seeing 

you around.”
"Sure thing,” I said.
That was about all there was to my first meeting with Leo 

Durocher.
I would never have guessed how soon we were going to meet

It was late in May, and so far in the 1951 season I’d been 
going great for Minneapolis. In 35 games, I’d hit eight home 
runs and scored 38 runs. My hitting average was 71 for 149, 
or .477.

In New York, though, the parent Giants weren’t happy about 
things. The New York club had lost its first game of the 

season, then won its next game, then lost eleven in a rowl 
We had a schedule break in Minneapolis, and the next day 

we were supposed to play an exhibition game in Sioux City 
(that’s why I say I nearly got there after all). But now it was 
the night before, and I was indulging in one of my favoritest 
time-off habits, which is going to a good movie.

Now, for some reason that I just can’t explain, of all the 
things I’ve seen printed about me, this one story never came 
out till now. It’s not a secret, or anything, but nobody up to 
now has pointed out that I didn’t want to come to the major 
leagues I

I was sitting in this movie, and they knew where I was, be
cause the manager of the theater came out on the stage and 
said for me to get in touch with manager Tommy Heath of 
the Millers at the hotel.

I got over to the hotel and Heath was in the room there 
holding his hand out and grinning.

"Congratulations!” he said.
“What for?” I said.
“You’re going up to the big league."
“Who said so?”
“Leo,” Heath said.
"Not me,” I said. “Call up Leo and tell him I’m not coming.” 
Heath looked at me like I was crazy or something. Then I 

guess he figured I meant it, because he got on the phone and 
put through a long distance call to Durocher in New York.

He and Durocher talked for a couple of minutes, and then 
Heath said into the phone, “I don’t know. I can’t do anything 
with him. I’ll put him on. You talk to him.”

I found myself talking to an awful mad Leo Durocher. 
"What do you mean, you’re not coming up?” he yelled.
“I mean it,” I said. “I can’t play that kind of ball.”

“What do you mean by that exactly? What can’t you do?” 
"Hitting,” I said.
“What are you hitting for Minneapolis now?”
“.477.”
There was a silence on the phone.
Then, in sort of a subdued voice, Leo said, "Do you think 

maybe you can hit .250 for me?”
“.250?” I said. “I can try.”
“Then come on up herel” he shouted.
That’s how I came to play.
I  joined the Giants in Philadelphia on May 25, 1951. We 

were playing the Phillies that night at what was then Shibe 
Park (since that time, it’s been renamed Connie Mack Sta
dium) . Some of the Giants—Monte Irvin and Henry Thompson 
—I already knew, and I’d met Durocher briefly in Florida.

But all of them had heard about me—thanks in the main 
to the New York press, which in the week previous had given 
me quite a buildup. I don’t think all of this, by any means, 
was caused by me. The Giants had started very slowly, and 
when you have a team that should be playing better than it 
is playing, then you’re liable to hail any newcomer as the 
logical fellow to untrack the ball club and set it going.

I met the other players only briefly that first day. Eddie 
Stanky, playing second base, said to me, “How do you run the

“I don’t know,” I said. "I guess I could be better.”
"Watch him," he said, and pointed across the clubhouse at 

Monte Irvin. “He’ll show you some things. Last game we played, 
he stole home.”

“That’s pretty good,” I said,
"Pretty good?” Stanky said. “He stole home on a left-handed

I think that was just about the first of the “little" things 
I’ve learned about baseball since I came to the majors—that, 
nine times out of ten, a man who steals home does so only 
when there’s a right-handed hitter at bat, because then the 
batter’s body blocks the catcher’s view. Just think for a minute 
what that Irvin did—he came 90 feet to score in full view of 
the catcher all the wayl

To this day, I ’ve never ceased to marvel over the number 
of things there are to learn about baseball—and about the learn
ing I ’ve still got to do.

I can remember the third or fourth game I was with the 
Giants. I had come down the clubhouse steps at the Polo 
Grounds and was on my way to the bench for the start of bat
ting practice before the game when I heard a voice behind me: 

“Hey, Hubbell!”
I turned around. It was Leo Durocher.
I said, “What’d you call me?”
“Hubbell,” the Skip said.
"Carl Hubbell?"
"That’s right.”
“What for?”
“Because of the way you wear your pants,” Durocher said. 

And it was true. I had the habit of wearing my baseball pants 
long and low, the legs going down well past the knees, the 
way Hubbell wore his.

l A f ell, I laughed a little and started walking to the dugout 
■® again. But again, I heard Leo’s voice behind me:

“Hey, Hubbell.”
“What now?” I said.
“Pull the pants higher. Get the legs up.”
"What for?” I said.
“Shorten your strike zone,” Leo said.
And’he was right, of course. The strike zone is between the 

shoulder and the knee. A guy who wears his pants so low you 
can’t tell where the knees are may find an umpire calling a 
strike on a low pitch.

But would you have thought of something like that? 
Another day I was talking to someone—I think it was Monte
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Irvin, our left fielder—about throws from the outfield. There’s 
been a lot said and written about the way I throw. Tris Speaker 
is supposed to have met me in Dallas during spring training 
in 1954 and he’s supposed to have told me I was throwing 
too high—throwing balls that couldn’t be cut off, in other words. 
And the story is that as a result of his advice, I lowered my 
throws to the point where Durocher had to tell me to get 
them up again.

A nice story, but I never even met Speaker till before the 
third game of the ’54 World Series, where they posed us to
gether at Municipal Stadium in Cleveland.

No, this conversation with Irvin took place three years before 
that. He said to me, "Ever notice how that cut-off man stands 
in a straight line between you and where you’re throwing?”

“Sure,” I said. “Where else would he stand?”
Monte shook his head. "The point is,” he said, “he’s made 

to order for your throw. Aim on him! Then if he wants to 
cut it off, he’s got it. If he wants to let it ride through, the 
catcher’s got it. Or the third baseman.”

I said, “What’« wrong with aiming on the catcher to begin 
with?”

"Nothing,” Monte said. "Except you’re taking target prac
tice with a .22. Which would you rather have? A close target 
or a far target?”

“Close,” I said.
“There’s your answer,” he said.
The result of that has been some throws that otherwise I 

wouldn’t have made. When I made my throw on Billy Cox 
of Brooklyn in 1951, a throw they still talk about, I  came 
out of a turn and saw Whitey Lockman 
and threw at him. Lockman was the cut
off man. He just stepped to one side, let 
the ball ride through to the plate, and we 
had Cox.

I might as well quit stalling-I didn’-t get 
a hit in my first three games with the 

Giants as a rookie in 1951. But we 
won all three games to go over the .500

Now it was back to New York to face 
the Boston Braves. It wasn’t my first time 
in the Polo Grounds, but it was my first 
as a Giant. When my name was an
nounced as part of the batting order, 
it seemed like my backbone went cold all 
over. The fans gave me a nice hand, and 
that made it feel even worse. After all, 
here I was—up 12 times, down 12 times 
and hitting tonight against a pretty fair 
hand named Warren Spahn.

Spahn threw me a fast ball that first 
time I came up against him, and I guess 
I must have been looking for it. I hit 
it on a line over the left field roof. The 
ball really went. I heard later that Russ 
Hodges, the Giants’ broadcaster who has 
a habit of saying "Bye-bye Baby!” when 
a home run goes into the stands or out 
of the park, took one look at that ball 
I hit and just plain said, "G’byel”

So my first major-league hit was a home 
run. The other players whooped it up 
for me as I came to the dugout. We were 
ahead 1 to 0. But I didn’t get another 
hit in the game, and Boston won it 4

Matter of fact, my average after a 
couple more games stood at a stout .089. 
That home run stood as my only hit in 
26 major league at-bats.

The story is I went to Leo Durocher 
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ie back t(

in my eyes o!

with tears in my eyes and begged him to send n 
minor leagues.

I’m not sure about whether there were any tears 
not, but I sure as heck went to him.

“Get me out of here,” I said.
"Why?" he said.
"I’m not hitting, that’s why.”
“No?” he said.
“No,” I said. “Just like I told you over the phone from Min-

“Pitching any different?”
I thought about that for a minute. “No,” I said, finally. 

“There’s not that much difference in the pitching.”
“Okay," he said, as if that settled it.
“But I’m still not hitting,” I said. "If it’s not the pitching, 

then it must just be I’m in a slump. That still doesn’t mean 
I’m helping you any.”

“Listen,” the Skipper said. "You can slump at Minneapolis 
as easy as you can slump up here. Have we been winning ball 
games since you came up?”

“Most of them,” I admitted.
“Then you’re my center fielder,” he said. “That’s that.”



I C A M E  T O  P L A Y

I’ve said it a thousand times, but I ’ll say it again, right here 
and now—if you can’t play ball for Leo Durocher, you can’t 
play ball for anybody.

One hit for 26 at-bats to begin with. An average of .039.
Then I got nine hits in my next 24 times up—a .375 clip!
In the middle of June, we were still far, far back of the league

leading Brooklyn Dodgers; but their Pee Wee Reese told one 
of the newspapermen: “The Giants are still the team to beat 
in this league.’5 He was to prove quite some prophet.

I’d found a home in New York in Harlem, near the ball 
park, living with some friends from Birmingham. My off-the- 
field life wasn’t much to write home about—of course, it 
shouldn’t be. About the most exciting thing I did was go to 
movies. But the papers wanted to find some colorful copy about 
me, and they finally came up with some long stories about how 
come I always ran out from under my hat.

It’s true. Running fast, either on the bases or in the field, 
1 always seem to lose my cap, and then when the play’s over 
1 always have to call time to go get it. When I was in Min
neapolis, the papers there went the New York papers one better. 
They got together and offered a reward for finding a way to 
keep my cap on my head. Nobody’s collected that reward to 
this day.

1 got my share of ribbing through the league, too. One day 
against the Dodgers, Preacher Roe was pitching and I was hit
ting, and Roe threw a terrific strike, and Roy Campanella, catch
ing for Brooklyn, said to me, “You think he’s a pretty good 
pitcher?”

“Sort of,” 1 said.
"Wait till you see Newcombe tomorrow,” Campy said.
Next time I came to bat, Campy started another conversation. 

This time I cut him short. "Durocher just told me not to talk 
to you,” I told him.

I got needled by my teammates too. Before the games, I 
was always after them to have a catch or play pepper or some
thing, and they were always after me, too. Going to the club
house in center field after practice one day, Earl Rapp said to 
me, “Race you the rest of the way for five bucks."

“You’re on,” I told him, and we raced, and I beat him a 
good 15 feet. "Okay,” he says, panting and holding out his 
hand. “Let’s have the five.”

“For what?” I said to him. "I beat you."
"Wasn't anything in the bet about anybody beating any

body,” he said. “I just said I'd race you."

S threw up my hands. Sal Maglie was standing there, laughing 
fit to bust. “Hey, Sal,” 1 said to him. “What do you do 

with a man like this?”
Maglie turned poker-face. “Pay him," he said.
All the way through July of ’5L the Giants were still getting 

untracked. On July 20, Leo made his big move, transforming 
Bobby Thomson from an outfielder into a third baseman. That 
gave us two former outfielders (Thomson at third and Lock- 
man at first) in our infield. Our second base combination was 
set—Dark at short and Stanky at second. Stanky was spelled 
occasionally by a young man named Davey Williams, who 
today is probably the best second baseman in the National

In the outfield, it was pretty regularly Irvin in left, myself 
in center, and Don Mueller in right. Wes Westrum handled 
the catching. Sal Maglie, Larry Jansen, Dave Koslo, Jim Hearn, 
and George Spencer were carrying the main pitching load.

At one point, as July wore into August, I had six hits in a 
row that were home runs—I don’t mean six homers in six 
at-bats; I mean that out of six hits I  got, six were homers. But

I would have settled for strikeouts if it could have improved 
the team’s chances any. I’d come to play winning baseball, if 
I  could—and baseball’s a game where they don’t pay off on 
second place.

Oh, by now we were in second place, all right. But we were 
so far back of Brooklyn it wasn’t even funny.

Show you how bad it was. On August 11, we were shut 
out by the Phillies, 4 to 0, while Brooklyn was beating Boston 
8 to 1 in the first game of a double header. If anybody’s taken 
the trouble to figure the standings at that point—and later on 
lots of people figured it was worth the trouble—they would have 
read like this:

W L G.B.
Brooklyn 70 35 —
New York 59 51 13i/2

Thirteen and a half games back with only seven weeks to go!
Brooklyn lost the second game of that day's double header 

to the Braves by a score of 8 to 4.
The next day we beat the Phillies 3 to 2. It was Maglie’s 

16th victory of the season. Then A1 Corwin, who was to be an 
important addition to the Giant pitching staff, pitched a four- 
hitter and we won 2 to 1.

That was a good double header to win. As one of the papers 
put it, “The Giants had better do some winning if they want 
to finish second.”

On August 13, Larry Jansen won his 15th, beating the Phils 
5 to 2. I made a catch in that game that I still remember—a 
diving shoestring nab on a sinking liner from the bat of Willie 
Jones. Yup. My cap flew off.

W e went on to take three in a row from the Dodgers, and we 
were scheduled to come up against the Phillies for three 

games next. Spencer got the win as we took the first game 
8 to 5. Then Jansen got off a four-hitter of his own to shut 
Philadelphia out 2 to 0, beating Robin Roberts in the bar
gain.

That was on August 19. We got to the clubhouse after the 
game, and somebody said, “What’d the Dodgers do?"

We got ahold of the Brooklyn score. Brooklyn had lost to 
Boston.

“What was their score?” somebody asked.
“Thirteen to 4,” was the answer.
We looked at one another.
A1 Dark said, “That means now we’re eight games out of

Somebody else said, “That score—13 to 4—that’s some way 
for a pennant club to lose to the Braves!"

And somebody else said, “How many we got in a row now?” 
I knew the answer to that. “Eight,” I said.
“Well,” they said, “if we can just sort of go along like this 

for maybe another week . . .”
-> I guess you know the old joke where one guy says to another 
guy, “Are you superstitious?” And the other guy says, “Heck, 
no! Anybody knows that’s bad luck.”

Well, as a ballplayer personally, and as a ball club generally, 
we Giants were probably no more superstitious than the next 
man. Couple of little things—we’d use the same warm-up ball 
in practice each day, and what have you. And a couple of the 
guys took to wearing the same sweatshirt or the same socks.

Not that it was going to do any good. Eight in a row, and 
then, out to sweep the series against the Phillies, we found our
selves trailing 4 to 0 in the seventh inning.

What happened? Oh, we scored five runs and won it 5 to 4. 
Then the western clubs came in to the Polo Grounds.
We swept Cincinnati to build the winning streak up to 11. 
St. Louis came in for a single-game stand, and led 5 to 4 

going into the last of the ninth. The Giants scored twice and 
won it 6 to 5.

The baseball world was on its ear no’" The fans were watch
ing a winning streak of more than modest size, and that’s
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always something to watch, but this was 
something more. In our case, they were 
watching a hot ball club make its move.

What we had coming up now were four 
games with the Cubs. The Cubs weren’t 
the toughest club in the league, but they 
could beat you—especially when, as was 
the case here, those four games were to 
be played in the form of double headers

We won that first double header,
5 to 4 and 5 to 1. Fourteen in a row now.

And now we were going for 15—and 
the ball game, the first game of our sec
ond straight double header, went into 
extra innings, with the score tied at 3 
to 3.

Larry Jansen was pitching, going all 
the way, for us, but by now the strain 
on the ball club was tremendous. Some
thing had to give.

It did give—it gave in the top of the 
12th, when the Cubs scored to go ahead 
4 to 3.

But there was one thing we hai over
looked. And that is that a club on a win
ning streak is not the only one to feel 
the stress. The team that’s trying to beat 
you feels it too.

Like Chicago. Their defense lapsed.
Not much. Just enough to help us push 
over two runs in the bottom of the twelfth

A1 Corwin had it all the way in beat
ing the Cubs 6 to 3 in the second game.

We’d won sixteen in a row. It was the 
longest winning streak in the National 
League in 16 years, ever since back in 
1935, when I was 4 years old!

And we’d cut eight games off the 
Dodger lead in the course of that streak.

Pittsburgh came in to beat us 2 to 0. That finished the streak, 
but not the Giants. We just kept on winning—even though, in 
one of the few games we lost, a fellow named Willie Mays almost 
became an all-time goat by forgetting to touch third base on 
what should have been an inside-the-park homer! .

We split our final series with the Dodgers. The gap was down 
to five and a half games now. But it was mid-September. Time 
was running out.

"All right,” Durocher said in the clubhouse 
e than a week to go in the pennant r

I do m
Ed Stanky said, “What’s the problem?”
"I can’t eat, that’s the problem,” the Skip said. "I can’t 

keep any food on my stomach.” And he barged on into his 
private office.

At one point, we’d won 29 out of 35 games. Jansen beat the 
Braves 4 to 1 for his 21st win of the year. We beat the 

Braves again, 4 to 3 this time, and now we trailed the Dodgers 
by two and a half games.

The 34 th Giant victory in 41 games was a 5 to 1 win over 
the Phillies on September 25.

Then the news came in from Boston.
The Dodgers had lost a double header!
There were three days left in the season. We had to win 

another. We did. The Dodgers had to lose another. They 
did.

And going into the final Saturday we were tied for the lead. 
The Yankees had already clinched their pennant in the 

American League, so it would be an all-New York World Series 
no matter what—but at this point the big town blew its top. 
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Baseball writer Howard Sigmand said it all in a roundup 
story, starting it off with: “They closed the Brooklyn Bridge 
today—at both ends.”

That final week of the season was just unbelievable. Even 
the quiet New York Times started slapping the ball scores on 
page one. At the Pep-Saddler title fight at the Polo Grounds, 
on a night we were winning at Philadelphia, they announced 
the inning scores between rounds, and it got a bigger yell than 

day, with the fight did. On that final Saturday, we beat the Braves 3 to 0.
“What do Maglie won his 23rd. On one baserunning sequence, I stole

second, then third.
The Dodgers won too, but now we weren’t worried. We could 

win this pennant. All we had to do was beat Boston on Sunday 
and hope Brooklyn lost to Philadelphia. If Brooklyn won its 
game, then we had a head-on crack at them in a best-out-of- 
three playoff series.

Well, we won that game in Boston, won it 3 to 2 for Jansen’s 
22nd. And that was the game where I got the greatest fielding 
thrill of my career. (Brooklyn was losing—losing bad—to Phila
delphia.) Boston had its last chance in the ninth inning, and 
with two out, the hitter—I think it was Sid Gordon—lifted an 
easy fly ball toward Monte Irvin in straightaway left field.

I went racing over from center as fast as my legs would go. 
I still don’t know what I thought I was going to do about any
thing. Monte was there, waiting. I shouted at him. He patted 
his glove a couple of times. I  shouted some more. Then Monte 
made the catch. I jumped on him out of just plain joy.

By the time we got to the train going back to New York, 
Brooklyn was losing to Philadelphia by five or six runs, and 
it was long about the eighth inning.

We got periodic bulletins on the train. Some way, somehow.
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That meant we’d have a playoff.
And the Giants were no worse than even money.
It had been uphill all the way, beginning with an eleven- 

game losing streak at the very start of the season, but now 
we were going like a runaway freight. Thomson and Irvin hom- 
ered as Jim Hearn beat Brooklyn 3 to 1 in the playoff opener 
at Ebbets Field. Then it was back to the Polo Grounds, where 
Clem Labine, a pitcher we hadn’t seen before, went for Brook
lyn—and pasted our ears back, 10 to 01

So it all came down to the rubber game Wednesday, with 
Maglie going for us, Don Newcombe going for them. 

The Dodgers grabbed a run in the first. Some faulty base
running cost us a shot at scoring in an early inning, and it 
wasn’t till the seventh that we scored off of Newcombe to 
get even.

Score tied 1-1 now, but it didn't stay that way long. Helped 
by a couple of line hits down the third base line and into 
that tricky left field corner at the Polo Grounds, the Dodgers 
scored three times in the top of the eighth.

We didn’t score in our half of the eighth. With Larry Jansen 
in to spell Maglie, they didn’t score in the top of the ninth. 

The twin scoreboards in right and left fields both told the

Brooklyn 100 000 030
New York 000 000 10

Monte Irvin and I were the last ones in to the dugout from 
the field as the teams changed sides, left and center fields 
being the farthest away from the Giant dugout at the Polo 
Grounds. Usually by the time I got in to the bench from center 
field, Durocher already was on his way out to the third base 

'coaching box.
This time, though, he was standing on the dugout steps, wait

ing till everybody got in.
Then he turned around and faced us, leaning in on us with 

one hand up on the roof of the dugout, and looking from one 
face to the next. I never saw a calmer-looking guy.

“Well,” he said, sort of reflectively, "you’ve come this far. It’s 
an awful long way to come. And you’ve still got a chance to hit.” 
And then he went on out to the coaching box, with that number 
2 still looking big and jaunty on his back.

Alvin Dark led off for us and slapped a hard grounder to the 
right side. Second baseman Jackie Robinson and first baseman 
Gil Hodges scissored across, Robinson the deep man, and for an 
instant we couldn’t tell what would happen. But the ball was

through between them and out into the right field for a single.
Now Don Mueller stepped in. He hit an almost identical shot 

—a little more to the right, maybe, but Hodges was playing him 
over that way, so the difference was the same. Again Robinson 
gave it the deep try and again the ball was through. Dark 
stopped at second, taking no chances with the score 4 to 1 
against us in the last of the ninth.

Irvin, our big hitter, came to bat now. Out in the Dodger 
bullpen, three pitchers were working it hot. A home run now- 
well, it was crazy even to think about it, but it would tie the

But Monte put up a meek foul fly to the right side, and there 
was one out. You should have seen the way Irvin slammed that 
bat down. He was sick over it.

That brought Lockman to bat. And for the third time in the 
game he sliced a double to left field. This one zipped past Cox 
at third. Dark tore around to score from second. Mueller, facing 
a potential play at third, slid so hard into third base that he 
sprained his ankle—so severe a sprain that he had to be carried 
from the field on a stretcher.

Red Smith wrote in his column the next day that the scene at 
that point—stretcher bearers—seemed the perfect final touch.

Clint Hartung went in to run for Mueller, so he was leading 
off third, Lockman off second, as Bobby Thomson stepped to the

We were behind 4 to 2 now, with one out and the tying

Time was held up now as the Dodgers changed pitchers. Man
ager Dressen consulted with his bullpen coach by phone and 
then gave Branca the wave. Newcombe shook Branca’s hand 
solemnly and then was cheered as he made the long walk to the 
clubhouse in center field.

This change of pitchers, by the way, was the only managerial 
move in the inning. And now there were men on second and 
third with one down, a situation that frequently calls for the 
intentional base on balls, but the Dodgers weren’t going to put 
that winning run on base.

I don’t know if they were looking past Thomson or not. If 
they had been, then they knew that the next man in the batting 
order was Willie Mays.

Ait was, I was down on one knee there in the on-deck circle 
as Branca finished his warm-up throws and Thompson 

stepped in to face him.
Bobby didn’t offer at the first pitch, which cut the center of 

the plate. Umpire Lou Jorda, back of the plate, sang out, 
"Strike one!”

From where I was, the next pitch didn’t look quite so good as 
the first one, but Thomson swung anyway. He socked it out 
toward left field, and I remember thinking, This’ll get the run 
in from third. I watched leftfielder Pafko as he went back to the 
wall and turned.

And Pafko just stood there, back to the wall.
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I think maybe I was the last man in that whole ball park to 
realize the ball was a home run.

The next thing I knew, seemed like the whole Giant team 
had rushed past me so they could all group around home plate, 
waiting for Bobby to get there. I still hadn't moved.

I started saying to myself, It’s the pennant! It’-s the pennant! 
Maybe I still didn't believe it.

But then I got a look at the Dodgers walking off the field.
And brother, then 1 believed it.
I still don’t know how Thomson managed to get off that field 

alive. The fans just plain came cascading out of the stands. Jt 
was the wildest mob scene you ever laid eyes on. Even after we 
got to the clubhouse the fans, a great big crowd of them, stayed 
on the field outside the clubhouse windows and kept on holler
ing and cheering, and finally Bobby went out to the top of the 
clubhouse steps to wave to them. They’d be there yet if he

The biggest thrill I ever got from a home run? That was 
it right there. I never got a bigger kick from a homer in my 
life than from that one I watched from the on-deck circle.

And, like I said before, my biggest fielding thrill was that 
routine fly ball that Irvin caught in that final game of the regu
lar season up in Boston. In the clubhouse after we finally took 
the pennant, a newspaperman came up to me and said, “I ’ve 
been meaning to ask you. What was it you were yelling at Irvin 
while he was waiting for that fly ball to come down in that Bos
ton game? You were running toward him and hollering your 
head off.’’

“Gee,” I told him, "I haven’t got the slightest idea. Why don’t 
you ask Irvin?”

The reporter called Monte over and asked him. Monte started

"He yelled out, ‘Catch it!’ ” Monte said. “ ‘Catch it or I’ll 
kill you!’ ’’

I said, “You caught it, didn’t you?”
"Doggone right,” Monte said.

You can see that right about then the Giants were feeling no 
pain. People who said we were scared of having to face the 

Yankees in the World Series just didn’t know the score. We 
rode a crest into that Series. Even if we'd felt like being scared, 
we wouldn’t have had time. The Series opener at Yankee Sta
dium was barely 20 hours after Thomson smacked that ball.

If we were “down” at all for that Series, it was a physical thing 
—Mueller couldn’t play. Even so, in the very first inning of that 
first Series game, we gave the mighty Yankees a jolt when Monte 
Irvin stole home on Allie Reynolds. We won that game, lost the 
second, won the third. And we might have won the fourth game 
and gone on to win the Series if it hadn’t been that it rained. 
Going into the fourth game, the Yanks’ pitching rotation was 
down to where they had to rely on Johnny Sain in that fourth 
game. The Yankees had picked Sain up from the Braves late in 
the season. So we Giants would have had pitching that we were

familiar with. But rain gave Casey Stengel the extra day he 
needed, and we never did see Sain except for a two-inning relief 
bit. And that was a real switch on the famous formula that won 
the pennant for the Braves back in 1948—“Spahn and Sain and 
a day of rain.”

The way it turned out, DiMaggio homered to break open the 
fourth game for the Yanks, and Ed Lopat picked up his second 
pitching win of the Series as they won again in the fifth. Fellow 
named Willie Mays wasn’t having much of a Series, by the way. 
Over the six-game set, I got four hits, all singles in 22 at-bats.

We were down three games to two in the Series now, and we 
were destined to go down fighting. We lost the sixth game of 
the Series 4 to 3. Hank Bauer made a good on-his-knees catch of 
a liner by pinch-hitter Sal Yvars to end our last threat in the 
ninth inning. The same Bauer had tripled for three runs to 
clinch it for the Yanks.

I  ’ll never forget the late inning in which Stengel sent a pinch- 
“ runner in for DiMaggio, who was on third base. I think the 
fans must have realized the truth—that this was DiMag’s last 
game of baseball. They stood and gave him a tremendous ova
tion as he walked to the dugout.

Going home to Birmingham was quite an experience. I 
wanted to see the family, and also I had a date with my draft 
board on October 20, after which I planned to do some barn
storming.

For a time, it looked like I wouldn’t be going in the Army. 
There was a question of an aptitude test, which I had to re take, 
and then the question of dependents. By now I was contributing 
regularly to the support of my father, my Aunt Sarah, and my 
half-brothers and sisters. When it was all over, though, I was 
scheduled for induction anyway. I was glad I’d be going in at 
the age of 21 (actually, I was drafted two days short of my 21st 
birthday). That meant I’d be drafted young, instead of, say, in 
the middle of a baseball career. Other fellows didn’t have it so

I didn’t go into the Army until May 29, 1952, which meant 
I had both spring training and the first 34 games of the regular 
season under my belt. I’d just as soon forget that spring training. 
We were playing the Indians in an exhibition game at Denver 
when Monte Irvin, going from first to third when I singled be
hind him, broke his ankle sliding into third base.

I was so upset about that it made me sick. Monte and I were 
more than good friends—we were roommates on the road. Still

Like Frank Forbes, the New York athletic official who sort of 
took me under his wing and showed me the ropes, and Mrs. 
David Goosby, who was sort of my house-mother in 1954—1 had 
a room in her five-room apartment in Harlem and she’d look out 
to see I was getting enough sleep and not reading too many 
comic books. Like them, that’s how Monte was.

He’s married, and kind of a steady, quiet guy. All through the 
1954 season, we played “Boss of the Room” when we were on
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the road. The guy who got the most base hits that day was Boss 
of the Room till the next day. He had to buy all the soda for 
the other guy, only the other guy had to drink it all up. No 
putting it off till the next day.

Monte would always make out like he hated me because I 
wouldn’t let him sleep in the morning, but that’s just because 
he’s unusual. Me, I like to sleep as "  uch as an, 'ndy. Eight hours 
a night. And after a night game, that means 1 wouldn’t neces
sarily be getting up very early in the morning. Only thing was, 
I’d get up ahead of Irvin.

F irst year I was up with the Giants, when I was living in a 
seven-room railroad flat with some friends I’d known from 

back in Alabama, I got me a Pontiac because that’s what Irvin 
drove. Then in 19541 got me a Lincoln Capri. I bought my dad a 
car with part of my World Series money. I like to drive. I kept a 
car in the Army, but of course there wasn’t as much use for it 
there, so it sort of became the company car and anybody drove 
it who was off.

On the road, too, Irvin always pretended he was sore about me 
always matching him to see who paid for dinner, because he said 
I eat more than he does. I’m pretty strictly meat-and*potato, but 
I do like to eat. Especially in the season when you’re generally 
limited to two big meals a day—bacon, eggs, potatoes and milk 
for breakfast, and then, either afternoon before a night game 
or supper-time after a day game, another big meal; a steak or a 
nice chicken or some chops. And Irvin was always yelling at me 
about I liked to go to too many movies, or I was playing too 
many King Cole records on the portable phonograph I take 
around on trips, or I packed too many clothes because I didn’t 
want to wear anything that had a spot on it or was mussed up or 
like that.

First thing Monte said to me when I joined the Giants, com
ing up from Minneapolis in 1951, was, “You play golf?”

That’s because I’d walked in the clubhouse with a golf bag 
that the Minneapolis fans had given me for a going-away pres
ent. I had to un-zip the golf bag and show him that I was using 
it to carry my bats in. I stick to one kind of bat, by the way. It’s 
an Adirondack model, made by McLaughlin Millard, 35 inches 
in length, 34 ounces in weight. I hold it pretty much down at 
the end.

“Well,” Irvin said, “where do you keep your golf clubs?”
“I don’t play golf," I said.
“What do you play besides baseball?”
“Knock rummy,” I said, “and pool. And pinball.”
Monte started to laugh. “You any good at pinball?”
“They call me No Tilt Willie,” I  told him.
Irvin always had a word of advice or two about girls, too, 

whenever I had any problems. In ’51 and ’54 I dated a good bit, 
but never going steady with any one girl. One time Frank 
Forbes got wind of an older woman who decided she was going 
to latch on for me and went into an ice cream parlor where she 
knew I came in a lot and waited for me there. Forbes came in 
the place just after I got there and knocked the woman’s ice

“I was just doing it for your sake,” he said later. “You’re not 
sore, are you?”

“No,” I said, “but I can’t get over it. I never saw such a mess 
in all my born days.”

If Irvin didn’t have a house in New Jersey where he lives 
when the team’s playing at home, I’d have him playing stickball 
on St. Nicholas Place in Harlem. Stickball is strictly a New York 
game. You use a tough little rubber ball, like a handball, and the 
pitcher throws it on the bounce and what you usually hit it with 
is a broomstick. You run bases like in baseball. You usually

use a hydrant or the fender of a parked car for the bases. Dis
tance is measured in manhole covers (or, as we call them, 
sewers). Nights during the summer, when it stays light till after 
8 o’clock, I can almost always pick up a game with some of the 
kids on the block. It’s not only fun, it’s good for the batting eye, 
swinging with that thin stick at that tiny ball.

Anyway, I got talking about this because I was talking about 
Monte Irvin, and I got talking about Monte because of when 
he broke his leg. He was out most of that season.

I did my Army hitch at Camp Eustis, Virginia, where we had 
a ball club and I got to play in about 180 games. We had some 
good men—Vern Law, a pitcher with Pittsburgh, and Carl Olson, 
a i :ed Sox outfielder, were among them. And playing against 
anor ’ier Army team, I got to look at a pretty fair pitcher—young 
fellow named Johnny Antonelli. On our team, too, was Jimmy 
Ludtka, a second baseman from the Piedmont League, who 
became a good buddy of mine.

I was assigned to the physical training department at Camp 
Eustis and did a lot of instruction work. While I was at it, there 
was something I taught myself. One of the big things with me is 
trying to get the ball back to the infield as fast as possible once 
I make a catch. Most outfielders make their throws from the 
back-of-the-ear position. Most of my throws, though, are made 
from lower down and farther out from the body, tending toward 
the sidearm. It occurred to me I could save a fraction of time 
by catching the ball even lower down.

That was when I started to work on my “basket” or "vest- 
pocket” catch where, instead of having the hands up in front of 
the face, thumbs in, I held them at midriff height, thumbs out.

At the same time, I worked to perfect a first baseman-type 
hold on my glove. That divides the glove into two parts—the 
thumb part and the rest of the mitt. The thumb and the rest 
of the fingers hold their parts in a sort of pincer grip, at die 
very heel of the glove. The rest of the hand isn’t in the glove 
at all. That means the hand is used only to control the glove. 
The pocket where the ball hits doesn’t have any of me in it at 
all.

The purpose of this isn’t to keep my hand from hurting when 
a hard liner smacks in there. The purpose is, instead, to add two 
or three inches of reach onto my gloved hand.

That’s the way I do it. I don’t definitely recommend either 
that kind of grip or the “basket” kind of catch as a general thing 
for outfielders. You may find that you field grounders much 
more easily by having your hand in the glove the regular way. 
And the way you throw will make the difference as to the way 
you should make a catch.

As time went on in the Army, the Giants were having their 
troubles. Second place in 1952, they fell to fifth in ’53, losing 44 
of their final 64 games and ending up 35 games off the pennant. 
I was itching to get back. When the following March came and 
I was mustered out, Frank Forbes was there waiting for me at the 
gate to drive to Washington and from there to fly to our spring 
training quarters in Arizona. It was an unexpectedly cold day, 
and Forbes lent me his overcoat and then stuffed a couple of 
newspapers up inside his shirt to keep himself warm.

t Phoenix, there were many changes waiting for me. That 
guy Antonelli was pitching for us now! Gone was Bobby 

Hiomson, traded to Milwaukee, but pitcher Don Liddle was 
there, and another pitcher named Windy McCall. Marv Gris
som was new to me, and I was introduced to a real good guy 
named Dusty Rhodes who, I was told, went absolutely crazy 
with a bat every now and again.

There wasn’t a place on the face of the earth I’d have rather 
been than that Giant clubhouse, but Leo Durocher didn’t even 
say hello to me. He just stared at me dead-pan and said, “Intra- 
camp game today. You ready?"

“No curve balls,” I said.
“Nothing but curve balls,” he said.
Then Bobby Hofman came over and said, "Hi, there. You 

been away?”
“Cut it out,” I said.
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“New pitching in the league," Sal Maglie said. “You better 
find somebody to fill you in ”

“You fill me in,” X said.
“I’m too busy getting in shape,” Sal said.
“Boy,” I said, “what a bunch of guys you are.”
Well, I went outside and belted one over the fence first time 

up. It was like coming home again.

W hat wasn’t like coming home was that overnight, it seemed, 
I had become a celebrity. Actually, it was a buildup that 

ran past the first half of the '54 season, because I was hitting a 
lot of home runs. I was the new Babe Ruth. I was going to beat 
his record of 60 home runs in a season. I  was ’way out in front 
of Ruth’s 60-homer pace in 1927. So that proved it.

I had an idea I wasn’t going to beat Babe Ruth’s record, but 
there wasn’t any use telling anybody that. They’d say, "Oh, 
you’re being modest,” or they’d say, "Mays is playing it safe,” 
or, “Mays is playing it cute.”

“Look,” I ’d say. “I’m not out to break Babe Ruth’s record.” 
“Maybe not,” they’d say, like they didn’t believe me, “but 

you’re still running ahead of him, aren’t you? What do you ex
pect us to think?”

I don’t know. Sometimes you got no answers at all.
But I’m getting ahead of myself.
Opening day of ’54 I hit a home run against the Dodgers. I 

hit it off of Erskine, 440 feet into Section 35-one of my favorite 
places at the Polo Grounds. It’s upstairs in deep left field. The 
homer came in the last of the sixth inning and broke a S-to-3 tie, 
and we won the game 4 to 3.

I was pretty pleased. I don’t remember what I thought ex
actly as I came around the bases. But I certainly wasn’t saying 
to myself, “Okay, Willie, that’s number one—59 more to tie the 
Babe.”

Actually, despite my own early-season clip, the Giants didn’t 
start making their big move until early June. At St. Louis on 
June 3, we beat the Cards 13 to 8. I got two home runs and 
Henry Thompson got three. I batted in five runs and he batted 
in eight. We went on to sweep Milwaukee four straight. The 
fourth of those games was a wowser. In the seventh inning, I 
made a throw I’ll remember for a long time, getting Henry 
Aaron at home after Bill Bruton had hit a long fly with bases 
loaded. The score was 0-0 at the time.

The game went to the tenth, and then Bill Taylor pinch-hit 
a home run for us. It was one of the longest clouts I ever saw. I 
think it must have traveled 500 feet.

By now we were neck and neck with the Dodgers for the 
league lead. I hit my 17th homer as Maglie and Hoyt Wilhelm 
combined to blank the Cubs, 5 to 0, and 
then we came back to the Polo Grounds.
It was mid-June by now, and the Giant 
fans were in for a solid month of red-hot 
baseball play which to my mind exceeded 
even our 16-game winning streak in 1951.
We didn’t win any 16 in a row this time, 
but we won most of our games—and you 
should have seen the way we won them.

In one stretch there, I’d hit six home 
runs in five games and five times in a 
row I’d homered my first time at bat. But 
the big clouts belonged to everybody.
We were yrinning them the fantastic way 
—with pinch-hit homers after it seemed 
all hope was lost. We were nosing ahead 
of the Dodgers in the pennant race—and 
we had six games with them coming up.

The first of those six, opening a three- 
game set at the Polo Grounds, may have 
been the most exciting ball game of the 
season. We were leading in the standings 
by one game.

Maglie was ahead in that opener by a 
score of 2 to 1, with two out in the

ninth and bases empty and a jampacked crowd rooting him on. 
Sal went ahead of Roy Campanella, no balls and two strikes. 
He wasted one inside. Then Campy caught the curve and rode 
it into the left field stands for the game-tying home run.

We went that way to the 13th inning. Then, in an identical' 
situation—two out-, none on, a I-and-2 count—Don Hoak hom- 
ered to put Brooklyn ahead 3 to 2.

By this time Wes Westrum had been replaced by Ray Katt as 
Giant catcher. But we got three walks to load the bases with two 
out in our half of the 13th, and Leo unhesitatingly called for 
Dusty Rhodes to hit for Katt.

And Dusty went to a l-and-2 count, too. Then he slammed a 
base hit to center field.

Don Mueller was on third at the time. I was on second. Muel
ler would score the tying run, of course. If I didn’t score the 
winning run behind him, we’d go into the 14th inning—with
out a catcher left!

Boy, you never saw anybody run so fast in your life as I did.
1 made it home, and we had the game 4 to 3.

I make a point out of this, because it illustrates Durocher’s 
thinking as a manager.

A reporter said to him in the clubhouse after the game, “That 
was some gamble you took, pinch-hitting for your last catcher. 
Suppose you hadn’t won it and the game had gone into the 
14th inning?”

“Who was thinking of the 14th?” Leo responded.
The next day, John Antonelli, with Hoyt Wilhelm in relief, 

beat the Dodgers 5 to 2. The day after that, the score was tied
2 to 2 in the last of the eighth when, to the consternation of 
apparently everybody, Leo sent Rhodes up to hit for—of all 
people—Monte Irvin.

Rhodes promptly whacked a two-run single, and we went on 
to sweep the series with a 5-to-2 win. The Dodgers were very 
vocal about that move Leo had made. “Any time they have to 
pinch-hit for Irvin, they must really be hurting,” Roy Campa. 
nella said. I think they were a little sore because they just hadn’t 
expected to see a left-handed hitter at that point, and as a result 
they had only right-handed pitchers in action—pne . on the 
mound and two in the bullpen. They were helpless to counter
act Leo’s sudden percentage move.

We ran our winning streak to eight in a row in our next 
game as we got five runs in the seventh inning to beat Pittsburgh 
9 to 5. I had two doubles in that game. In the next game I hit 
my 25th home run, but the Pirates ended the streak with a 64

Back to Ebbets Field now for three more with the Dodgers. I 
hit my 27th home run in the first game, my 28th in the second,
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my 29 th and SOth in the third. We won them 5-2, 10-2 and 11-2. 
We led the league by 6i/ 2 games.

Against the Pirates on July 11th, we again had a six-home-run 
splurgert got one to raise my total to 31. That was our last game 
before the All-Star Game break.

It was along about this time that a bunch of photographers 
got out a big piece of cardboard and pasted on it pictures of 
Babe Ruth (with the number 60 written in), Jimmy Foxx 58, 
Hank Greenberg 58, Hack Wilson 56, and Ralph Kiner 54. 
Those, of course, were the top single-season home-run hitters 
of our time. Then they had me sit there like that statue of The 
Thinker, staring at those pictures and numbers.

It got so you couldn’t take a shower without having a reporter 
or a photographer in there with you. The magazines started 
going to town on me. They even sent a team of photographers 
out to snap me in a stickball game with some kids on a street 
in Harlem.

My irtfome was going up, of course. Television appearances 
and testimonials.

They wrote some songs about me. My puss showed up on the 
cover of Time magazine.

One day, Frank Forbes said to me, “Well, boy, you finally 
made it.”

“What do you mean?" I said.
“You’re a real celebrity now,” he said. “One of the gossip 

columnists says you’re about to get married.”
I achieved another kind of fame too. One day I hit a home 

run at the Polo Grounds and they announced it over the loud
speaker at Ebbets Field. "Ladies and gentlemen,” the announcer 
said, in a voice of doom, “just thought you’d like to know— 
Willie Mays just hit another one."

That didn’t make much of a hit with either the Dodgers or 
the Dodger fans. After all, they had a pretty good center fielder 
of their own, guy named Duke Snider, and according to the 
fans’ own votes he and not Willie Mays was the starting center 
fielder for the National League in the All-Star Game.

With all this going on, I think the Giants themselves did 
more to keep me on an even keel than anyone. On one of the 
home runs I hit, I got back to the bench and Leo suddenly 
turned his back on me and walked down to the water cooler at 
the other end of the dugout. I said to one of the other players, 
“What’s the matter with him?”

“The bunt signal was on,” the guy said. “Leo’s mad as all 
get out.”

Another time, I hit a homer and nobody on the whole bench 
would talk to me.

“It’s all right,” I said in a loud voice. “I know I hit one.” 
Then everybody busted out laughing.
Right after the All-Star Game, in which, by the way, I played 

part-way and didn’t do much of anything, we shut out the 
Cards 4 to 0 back of Don Liddle while Brooklyn was losing a 
double header to the Milwaukee Braves. Our lead was up to
754 games.

In our next game against the Cards, I hit my 32nd home run. 
But it was destined to be a bad road trip—for personal rea
sons, too. We lost that game 5 to 4. I left the lineup before the 
game was over. Word had come that my Aunt Sarah had passed 
away after a lingering illness.

Frank Forbes accompanied me back to Alabama for the 
funeral. I shut myself into a room at Aunt Sarah’s house, because 
there was a whole crowd of people there, and I think some of 
them were just curiosity seekers.

I rejoined the club in Milwaukee. Frank and I grabbed a cab 
at the airport in an effort to get to the ball park before the game
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there ended. It was at night, and either that cab driver was a 
Milwaukee fan or it’s air awful long piece from the airport to 
County Stadium. Or maybe both. Anyway, I got there too late 
to do any playing. Just as I was getting dressed in the clubhouse, 
my old friend Bobby Thomson was hitting a pinch single to 
beat the Giants 3 to 2 in the ninth.

We lost three in a row to the Braves, then came back to New 
York and got beat 9 to 1 by the Dodgers. Our lead was down to 
three games.

On July 27, we lost to St. Louis 7 to 4. That game stands 
out in my memory because it was the occasion of what was 
probably the longest home run I  ever hit. I couldn’t tell how far 
upstairs it landed, but at the base of the wall there it’s about 
440 feet.

And the thing about it was, Harvey Haddix threw me a 
change-upl It’s tough enough to hit a fast ball a long distance. 
When you do it to a slower pitch, you've really done something.

That shot off Haddix was my 35th home run. But now our 
lead over Brooklyn was down to two games.

The next day I hit my 36th homer as Antonelli beat the Card
inals. They say that right-handed hitters are less effective against 
right-handed pitching, but of those 36 homers, 24 came off of 
right-handers. But that’s not as strange as it sounds. The per
centage of batters against pitchers is based on typical weakness 
against curve balls, and in that department I really had come 
along. I wasn't so hot on curves back in 1951. By now I could 
hit them.

St. Louis beat us 8 to 0 the game after that, and a real storm 
let loose in the New York papers. Manager Durocher yanked 
Whitey Lockman out of the game and Whitey didn't like it and 
threw a couple of towels around. That’s literally all there was to 
it. We’d been losing a little too much and nobody felt very 
happy about it, and it was one of those things that blow oyer 
almost before they even start.

But you should have seen the papers!
They said the Lockman episode was just one sign of the 

dissension that was running through the club. They hinted that 
Durocher wasn’t even talking to two other players on the club. 
They said the Giants had fallen apart. At least one columnist 
came out and said flatly Brooklyn would win the pennant.

What happened next? We ripped off a six-game winning 
streak, including one against Cincinnati that Rhodes won for 
Johnny Antonelli with a pinch-hit home run.

At the start of that winning streak, Durocher came to me and 
said, "Look, we’ve been losing and I ’m putting you fourth in 
the batting order. You can get your average up if you’ll start 
hitting to right field.”

That was just about all there was to the conversation. But 
right there is the reason I hit 36 home runs up to then and 
only five more (and two of those were inside-the-park) the rest 
of the season.

M  ost people thought Durocher had told me just to "meet” the 
ball because by swinging hard I was striking out too much. 

He told me to “meet” it all right, but strikeouts had nothing to 
do with it. Being fourth in the batting order meant two things 
—first, I ’d come to bat more often than I did when I was hitting 
sixth; and second, I’d have heavy hitters coming up behind me. 
The thing to do, very logically, in this new situation was to 
concentrate on getting on base. By swinging a lot for right field, 
I ’d increase my chances because the defense would have more 
area to set against and worry about.

I believe that over a full season, the ability to hit to all fields 
can add 100 points to your batting average. I really do.

Meanwhile, though, we had a pennant to worry about. Major 
league pennant races can be wonderful things to sit back and 
watch. Sometimes they look like long drawn-out horse races. In 
1950, for example, the front-runner (the Phillies) was obviously 
tiring and staggering at the finish, but just did hold on to win. 
In 1951, it was a hot horse (the Giants) coming from behind 
in the stretch to close with a dead heat.

And in 1954, all of a sudden, it was a three-horse race.

☆  TRUE



T he Milwaukee Braves, 15 games out of it, suddenly couldn’t 
lose for winning. We'd seen our lead trimmed to two games, 

you remember, only to step out again with a six-game winning 
streak. While we were winning, the Dodgers were dropping an 
entire series to the suddenly-hot Braves. In one of those games, 
Joe Adcock of the Braves hit four home runs. He also got beaned 
by an inside pitch, and only his protective helmet saved him 
from what might have been a critical injury.

I feel the way most ballplayers feel about the inside pitch. I 
think there is a definite difference between the pitch designed 
to keep the hitter from overcrowding the plate and the pitch 
designed to hit him, or even "low bridge” him. The difference 
lies completely, of course, in what the pitcher intends to do. 
Even the best pitchers can be off a little in their control. Even 
if you passed a rule that no pitch could be inside, lack of control 
would result in inside pitches. It’s part of baseball. For awhile, 
every time I came to bat I could count on the first or second 
pitch being so close I’d have to jump back. The pitcher hopes 
that once that’s happened, the hitter won’t stand quite so close 
to the plate, won’t dig in quite so solidly, for the next pitch. 
The good hitter will go right back to his regular stance. Unless 
you’re an out-and-out sucker for curve balls, any pitch that 
drives you back will be a ball, not a strike.

I remember that particular part of the season for another rea
son, August 8 was Willie Mays day at the Polo Grounds!

The fans really gave me a day. Among the gifts were a deed 
for a suburban homesite, plus a covering check for $1,000; an
other check for $500; two sharp clothing outfits; an air-condi
tioning unit; three sets of luggage; a watch and other jewelry; 
a television set; the Ray Hickok athlete-of-the-month award; 
and a plaque from the Amsterdam News, which sponsored the 
event. The Polo Grounds ushers chipped in and presented me 
with a portable radio. And my teammates gave me a record 
cutter. They knew my weakness for anything that had to do with 
a phonograph.

That didn’t help our lead in the standings, though. Didn’t 
hurt it either, of course, but the facts of life were these—on 
August 13, we led Brooklyn by only 31/2 games. And Mil
waukee was still closing in.

We went into Ebbets Field for a three-game series. In the 
first game, I singled for one run and scored another. But 
we lost the game 3 to 2.

We lost the next one 6 to 5, and the one after that 9 to 4. I 
wasted a ninth-inning homer in that last game.

We’d now lost four straight to Brooklyn—a 9-1 single game 
after the All-Star Game (which was, by the way, the first time 
Maglie had ever been beaten at Ebbets Field), and now these

And our league lead was down to half a game.
That night, I had to go on television and do a happy dance

while a bunch of guys sang one of the Willie Mays songs. I went 
through with it. I never was more miserable in my life.

What happened then? I got four hits as we beat the Phillies 
8 to 3. We went on to sweep the Philadelphia series. I didn't 
get a single ball out.of the infield in a long, tough double header 
against the Pirates. But we won both games, 5 to 4 and 5 to 3 
—Bill Taylor pinch-hit the winning run across in the first game 
—and while that was happening, the Dodgers were losing two 
games to the Phillies! That marked the end of a 21-game hitting 
streak for me but I couldn’t have been happier. I wasn’t worried 
about a slump. We started our final tour of the West and in our 
first game, at Chicago, we beat the Cubs 5 to’ 1 for our seventh 
straight win. I got two triples and a double in that game.

We won more than we lost on the trip, and neither the Dodg
ers nor the Braves could hit a really hot streak. Coming back 
to the East, we had six games left with the Dodgers, three with 
the Braves. We were pretty happy about it. If we couldn’t beat 
those two teams, we didn't deserve to win the pennant—and we 
figured we had the club that could win. Don Mueller and I 
both were beginning to move in on Duke Snider’s league hitting 
lead.

Our lead over Brooklyn was three games as we started our 
last series with them at the Polo Grounds. Wilhelm won his own 
game with a single in that opener—a 7 to 4 victory for the 
Giants.

The game after that, we wrecked the Dodgers as Henry 
Thompson homered with bases loaded. They won the third 
game of the series, but now we led by four games with only 
three weeks to go.

In the two weeks that followed, the Dodgers were beaten four 
straight times by the Pirates! The Pirates may have been dead 
last in the standings, but they never looked better than the 
way they handled the Brooklyns. And when the Braves, who’d 
actually been in second place for a day or so, came into the 
Polo Grounds for their final three games with us, we won gll

W e needed a victory over Brooklyn—just one—in the final 
series we played them at Ebbets Field starting on the last 

Monday night of the season.
Sal Maglie pitched one of the great games of his career that 

night. He went all the way. Only a bloop hit by Gil Hodges that 
I just missed catching (and I should have had it—I started late 
on the wet grass and even then just missed holding onto it) 
kept Maglie from a shut out. We won the game 7 to 1.

By that stage of the season, of course, we all knew we were 
going to win the pennant. I sensed it the night Wilhelm won his 
own game with that single against the Dodgers—that was Sep
tember 3.

Between our final game of the year and the start of the World
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Series on the succeeding Wednesday, it seemed like we didn’t 
have a minute to ourselves. All New York was happy about the 
Giant victory. We had a ticker-tape parade up lower Broadway 
to Cily Hall. Durocher refused to ride in the lead car of the 
parade, giving that honor instead to A1 Dark and myself. "I 
never pitched a ball or hit one all season long,” he told that 
huge crowd at City Hall. “All of these guys did it.” He referred 
to me as “the greatest ballplayer I ever laid eyes on.” X could 
have busted for being happy when he said that.

But there was not only the parade—there were a couple of 
clubhouse sessions on “booking” the Indian hitters and pitchers, 
and there was the taking of the team photograph, and there was 
the signing of endless baseballs as souvenirs, and there must 
have been 500 television programs. Coming back from Phila
delphia after the final game there, I went on the Ed Sulli
van show, then raced in a cab over to the NBC studios to go on 
the Colgate program which was the same hour as the Sullivan 
show. At 7:30 the next morning I was on the Today show and 
at 12:15 that night I was on the Tonight show.

There was one advantage to those television appearances. I 
didn’t have to worry about what to wear. I like colorful 

clothes, but with a conservative cut—not "zooty”—and I like to 
wear button-down shirts without a tie. I really dislike wearing 
ties. There was always a problem whether I ought to wear one 
on TV, but it almost always was solved, because the television 
people almost always requested me to show up wearing my 
Giaints’ uniform. So it was a double pleasure. I not only like to 
wear the uniform, but I didn’t have to worry about a tie.

The funny thing about those shows was, though, that almost 
everywhere you went you got the feeling that people were 
feeling a little sorry for you.

After all, we Giants were the poor lambs being led to the 
slaughter. We had to play those terrible, horrible, man-eating 
Cleveland Indians in the World Series.

They were supposed to have better pitching and better hit
ting, and they were especially favored because it would be a 
short Series.

I remember Leo Durocher coming up to me before the Series 
began. He said, “Willie, I want to tell you one thing. They’re 
going to be laying for you.”

“I know it," I said.
“Play your game,” he said, “and don’t worry about any-

“I got enough to worry about to start worrying about worry
ing,” I said.

Oh, we were 8-to-5 underdogs, all right. Among friends, it

But don’t forget, we knew those Indians. The Giants and 
Cleveland have been kissin’ kin in the springtime ever since 
the year one. Every spring they come North together from train
ing quarters, playing exhibition games all the way up.

So-we’d seen those Indians. Matter of fact, we’d beat ’em 
pretty good in the spring.

Leo sent Maglie in the first game of the Series at the Polo 
Grounds September 29. There was a big house there—a record 
for World Series in the Giant park—52,751, it came to.

There was all the color and the music and the flags and the 
excitement. I got posed sixty-leven times with Bob Avila of 
the Indians before the first game. Avila had won the hitting 
title in the other league, and I was told this was oniy the third 
time in all the history of the World Series that the two league 
batting champions had met head-on in the Series. Cobb and 
Wagner faced off in 1909, Chick Hafey and A1 Simmons in ’31. 

The way Avila went his first time at bat, I had no reason to

doubt he’d won his title. For Maglie, that first inning was a 
Maglie first inning. At that, despite having runners on, he al
most beat it without getting scored on.

He went 3-and-0 on A1 Smith, Cleveland’s leadoff man, and 
then hit him with ball four. Avila got a single to right, and 
when the ball bobbed away from Don Mueller, Avila went to 
second and Smith to third.

Sal got Cleveland’s big men, Doby and Rosen, to pop up to 
the infield, but then Wertz drilled a long ball to right-center, 
just when it looked like Maglie was out of the inning. The hit 
went for three bases and Cleveland had a 2 to 0 lead.

We didn't score till the third. Then Whitey Lockman opened 
with a single and went to third when Dark singled through the 
middle. Whitey scored while Mueller was hitting into a force 
play, and after I’d walked on four straight pitches, Henry 
Thompson rammed the score-tying single to right.

And that was it—a 2 to 2 ball game, inning after inning. They 
were hitting Maglie, but they weren’t scoring.

Then, in the top of the eighth, Doby walked to lead it off 
for Cleveland and Rosen beat out an infield hit.

Up stepped Mr. Wertz, who’d tripled in the first, singled in 
the fourth, singled again in the sixth.

Leo relieved Maglie with Don Liddle, and the minute I saw 
Wertz’s bat come around on Liddle’s pitch, I was running. It 
was a whale of a ball. I had my back to the plate, running for 
the bleachers in dead center. The arc of the ball brought it 
down about ten feet or less short of the bleacher wall—probably 
less if it’d been allowed to fall to the ground. My glove was up 
and I had it, on the dead run, 460 feet from home plate. Red 
Smith wrote the next day that I’d been running for five min
utes—and it seemed that way.

The big thing here was to turn and get the ball away. Luckily, 
I was able to do that before I went sprawling. Davey Williams 
took my throw back of second and held Doby to a one-base: 
advance. We got out of the inning.

It was in our half of the ninth that Durocher made a move 
characteristic of Leo as a manager. The pitcher—by this time 
Grissom—was first at bat. Any other home-team manager might 
well have gone for the pinch hitter—especially if, like Durocher, 
he had the pick of the bench, with no one having been sent 
up to hit for anyone else so far.

But Leo whacked Grissom on the seat of his pants and sent 
him out there to hit for himself.

We didn’t score that inning, but, maybe strange to tell, we 
had something of a vision on our club along about then. We 
had a feeling it was going to go our way.

If it hadn't, it would have been strictly my fault. That same 
Vic Wertz was leading off for the Indians in the top of the tenth, 
and, watching from center field, I could see Grissom pitching 
him carefully, all the time on the outside. Wertz got one real 
mean foul to the wrong field, out to left.

I should have known to move over from right-center, but I 
didn’t, and Wertz then slammed one up the left-center alley. 
It was the toughest chance I had all World Series long. That 

ball was mean as it hopped on the ground, and I had to play 
it at an angle. I speared it one-handed and held Wertz to a dou
ble with my throw.

The sacrifice moved him to third, and now Grissom walked 
Pope to put on the force and get at the right-handed Hegan. 
Lopez sent up Glynn to hit instead, and Grissom struck him out 
swinging.

Again, Durocher made a move. Lockman, at first, Was holding 
Pope close. Leo came to the steps of the dugout and waved 
Whitey a few steps off the bag—and Lemon lined the ball right 
smack into Lockman’s hands for the third out.

There was one out in the bottom of the tenth when I came 
up. I’d noted that Mickey Grasso, who went in to catch for 
Cleveland in place of Hegan, had taken only one warm-up throw 
to second base. (Later, the papers quoted me as saying Grasso 
hadn’t thrown to second at all, which is incorrect.) Anyway, 
that one throw he took was on the bounce. So I asked Leo if
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it would be all right to try to steal if I  got on. He said sure.
I did get on. I got a walk off of Lemon. Sure enough, I went 

down on the steal, and sure enough, Grasso’s throw bounced in 
and I had it beat.

Now, Lopez decided to put the force on by handing an inten
tional walk to Thompson. That gave us men on first and second 
with one out and Monte Irvin due up.

Leo didn’t hesitate an instant. Here came Dusty Rhodes. Here 
came Lemon’s pitch. There went the ball—a pull fly ball that 
just did land in the near right field lower deck.

Tagging up on second, I saw Larry Napp, the umpire, signal 
the homer, and I guess I must have looked a little silly coming 
around the bases. First, I jumped up and down, clapping my 
hands, and then, thinking that maybe Thompson hadn’t seen 
Napp’s sign—the ball had, bounced off a fan’s chest and back 
onto the playing field—I started signaling to Henry like a 
traffic cop as me and him and Dusty came around the bases.

We had the opener, 5 to 2. Funny, though, it didn’t convince 
anybody of anything. The Giants still were no better than 

even money for the Series, and everybody was talking about 
Rhodes’ “Chinese” homer—a kind of talk that might have been 
okay if it wasn’t for the fact that we hadn’t needed a home run 
at all. A single would have won it for us just as well.

In the Cleveland dressing room, A1 Lopez said the catch I ’d 
made off Wertz in the eighth was “the greatest catch I ever 
saw,” but he was just using the old sheep dip, maybe like by 
way of saying that it took the greatest catch he ever saw to beat 
his team. Next day, he was saying maybe it wasn’t the greatest 
catch he ever saw.

Nobody said anything, though, about the way I played 
Wertz’s double in the tenth—nobody except Maglie, who came 
over in the clubhouse after the game and said, laughing-like, 
"How come you didn’t catch that one, too?” I said, “I’m sorry, 
Sal,” and I meant it. I should have had it.

The Indians had left IS men stranded in that first game. Con
fident of our chances though I was, if anybody had come to 
me and said the Indians were going to leave IS more the next 
day, I would have told them they were wacky.

Johnny Antonelli went for us, Early Wynn for them in the 
second game. A misty, overcast held the crowd “down” to 
49,099.

Right away, we were back in trouble. A1 Smith hit Johnny’s 
first pitch for a home run.

In a way, it was good for us that it happened that way—simply 
because it happened so fast. It had sort of an unreal quality to 
it, like it hadn’t really taken place. Antonelli took care of the 
next two hitters in fine style.

He was pitching carefully, though, and he lost the next two 
hitters—Rosen and Wertz—on bases on balls. Up stepped Wally 
Westlake, and rammed a hard single to center. I charged it, took 
it gloved-handed, and threw head-high to Westrum at the plate. 
The crowd went “Ooooh!”, and after the game was over, Lopez 
again paid me a tribute. He said my play on Westlake’s hit, 
which caused third base coach Tony Cuccinello to have Rosen 
stop at third base, was the “key play.” I don’t know. For one 
thing, Antonelli pitched out of the inning by getting Strickland, 
the next man, to pop to Lockman. For another, Rosen was 
hobbled by a bad hip and just couldn’t run. There’s no second- 
guessing whether or not my throw would have had a fast man, 
though Lopez swore no one could have beat it.

We trailed 1 to 0 till the last of the fifth. We’d been twelve 
up and twelve down against Wynn up till then, and I was lead
ing off—and I got a walk.

Talk about cashing your opportunities. Henry Thompson 
instantly smashed out our first hit, a rifle single to right, that

And, batting for Monte Irvin, here came Dusty Rhodes!
He blooped the ball back of second. Watching it, watching 

Larry Doby as he came in, I knew it was going to fall in, and I 
took off, scoring the tying run without a play. There was a play 
on Thompson legging it to third, but he beat the throw. Rosen 
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immediately whipped the ball back to second, but Rhodes, 
running all the way, beat that throw.

It was a real picture-book play for Giant fans.
Wynn bore down to get the next man, and then the Indians 

played it by the book, walking Westrum to load the bases and 
get at Antonelli. It almost worked, for Johnny hit a double
play grounder at Avila. But he was a. step ahead of the relay 
throw at first base, and Thompson scored the run that put us 
ahead 2 to 1.

We were feeling pretty good on our bench along about that 
time. Leo, who’d been pacing up and down like a caged lion, 
stopping at the water cooler every four minutes for a drink, 
allowed himself to grin all around like a happy cat or something.

We had this ball game. Rhodes homered next time up and 
we won it 3-0.

We got to Cleveland for the third game, and the shoe was 
supposed to be on the other foot. We were playing in the 
Indians' ball park, and it was their crowd yelling at us, and 
things were going to be different.

By golly, things were different—about as different as they 
could be.

We’d won those first two games hard in New York. In Cleve
land, we won the last two easy.

The Indians had scored in the first inning of the first game

“I feel like a heel. Today is Mother’s Day.”
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and again in the first inning of the second. So maybe it was a 
jinx that we scored our first time at bat in the third game at 
Municipal Stadium. But that big crowd—it was 71,555—didn’t 
seem to think so. And let me tell you a secret. Neither did

Least of all me, because I finally got me a hit. Lockman sin
gled off of Mike Garcia’s opening pitch. A1 Dark went down 
swinging, but Strickland, playing short for the Indians, hurried 
a double-play throw to first on Don Mueller’s ground ball to 
Avila. The ball went by Wertz, and Don was on second with

I got a late-swing to right for my first Series hit, and Don rode 
around to score.

So we were ahead 1 to 0. Came the top of the third and 
Dark led off for us. Mike Garcia wasn’t going to strike him 
out two times hand-running. Alvin singled to left center.

Then came a play that was as beautiful to watch as any in 
the entire Series. Cleveland could remember how, in the first 
inning of the first game at the Polo Grounds, Alvin and Don 
Mueller had pulled the hit-and-run, with Mueller hitting the 
ball back of Dark and into right field.

The Indians weren’t having any of 
that this time. Dark lit out for second on 
Garcia’s pitch, and this time second base- 
man Avila stayed right where he was, 
letting Strickland go over from short to 
take the catcher’s throw. In addition,
Garcia had the pitch outside, so Mueller 
couldn’t pull it to right.

Mueller didn’t. He slapped it to left, 
right through the hole vacated by 
Strickland.

It was the hit-and-run with the ball 
going ahead of the runnerl And the 
Indians were so flabbergasted they didn’t 
even have a play on Dark steaming into

Indians, just as three short days before Giant fans were pulling 
for a miracle for us.

And the crowd wasn’t left in doubt very long.
Henry Thompson walked to lead off the second inning for 

us. The Cleveland crowd—whose biggest yell of joy had come 
the previous day when' Dusty Rhodes, who’d stayed in the game 
after his pinch single, finally struck out—was expecting Dusty.

But they saw Monte Irvin, batting for himself, instead. And 
Monte rammed a double to left-center.

We gradually moved out in front 7 to 0, but we got a little 
careless in the Indians’ fifth. With two out, there were two errors, 
setting the stage for a pinch homer by Majeski that gave them 
three runs. And they got another in the seventh on three singles.

After the third single, Leo relieved Liddle with Wilhelm, 
who got Dave Pope to end the inning with a ground ball back 
to the mound.

And then there happened one of the strangest sights in a 
World Series game or any other game of baseball—a pitcher ac
tually was taken out of the game because he was too goodl

It happened in the Cleveland half of the eighth inning. Wil
helm started off by striking out Avila. At the point where Avila 
swung and missed at the third strike, the ball was in the strike 
zone. At the point three feet farther where Wes Westrum was 
waiting for it, it was so high over Westrum’s head that Avila 
not only made it easily to first base—but the official scorer had

give the error not to the catcher but to Wilhelm, the pitcherl 
~ ‘ — t to me in center, and here Rosen got a

looping single to left.
There was nothing wrong with Wil

helm’s stuff—except that now there were 
two runners on, and a passed ball could 
mean real trouble. And as great a field
ing catcher as Wes Westrum had to con
fess he was having trouble holding that 
knuckler.

Durocher had Antonelli and Grissom ’ 
both ready in the bullpen. The Skip 
and A1 Dark talked it over, along with 
Westrum and Wilhelm, and the call went 
out to the left-hander, Antonelli, to face 
Vic Wertz.

Face him? Antonelli struck him out

Doby then flied o

As base runners go, they don’t make 
them any better than A1 Dark. He proved this on the very next 
pitch—Garcia’s first pitch to me, which I hit hard, but on the 
bounce square into the hands of A1 Rosen at third.

Dark was caught off third base, an easy rundown victim. But 
A1 didn’t run. He made them come to him. He danced between 
fielders along that third base line long enough for Mueller to 
make it to third and me to second—both of us standing up 
without a play.

Men on second and third, one out—that called for the auto
matic walk to Thompson to load the bases. And, just like it 
was an act, that’s what the Indians did and bang!—here came 
Dusty Rhodes out of the dugout to hit for Irvin.

All Dusty did was to slam Garcia’s first pitch to right field for 
a two-run single! We won it, 6-2, back of Ruben Gomez.

In the clubhouse, Durocher didn’t have much to say after 
that third game. To one newspaperman who was congratulating 
him loudly, the Skip said. “How many games to win the World 
Series?”

“Four,” the guy said.
"We’ve won three," Leo said.
And he was right, of course. No matter how jubilant we felt 

like acting, we still had another ball game to win. It would take 
four losses in a row for us to drop the Series—but we’d lost four 
in a row during the season. We knew it could be done.

The best way to keep it from happening now was to win the 
fourth game.

The crowd was pulling for a miracle now—a miracle for the

. Westlake up now. Two out.
Called strike three.

Westlake knew it, too. Never said a word.
Just for good measure, with one out in the ninth, Johnny 

struck out pinch-hitter Dave Philley, too.
Dale Mitchell, a real favorite with the Cleveland fans, batted 

for Pope with two out in the Cleveland ninth.
And he popped a little foul up the third base line.
Henry Thompson came tearing for it so fast he lost his cap- 

something I do all the time, but he does rarely. Out in center 
field, I was saying to myself they couldn’t have hit it to a righter 
man to end the World Series. Henry had scored six times in the 
Series, more than any other man. He’d fielded like a madman- 
including one sensational start of a round-the-horn double play 
in this final game, back in the third inning.

Henry didn’t catch that final ball. He squoze it. He hung 
onto it, not even wanting to open his glove and look to see if 
it was really there.

Everybody’s always after me to ljst my "greatest this" and my 
“greatest that,” even when I tell them it’s not my business to set 
up like a judge in a courtroom. I’m a little young to be giving 
advice, too, though if I had to talk about how to play out
field, I ’d boil it down to five essentials:

1. Be alert. An outfielder moving on a play is a key defensive 
asset, not only because of what he can help stop the hitting team 
from doing but because of what they decide not to try.

2. Keep your eye on the ball. Take your eye off it and you’ll 
drop it. Even on long runs, where you have to turn your back, 
you’ll look back to get the ball with your eye before making the
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catch. And by the way—always use two hands whenever possible. 
Not so much because it’s safer, but because you want your throw
ing hand where the ball is.

3. Anticipate your play. Figure in advance what you’ll do 
with a ball if it’s hit to you. I ’ve overdone this on occasion- 
like in the ’54 World Series, when I’d made up my mind to 
throw home, I heard somebody yell "Third base!” instead, and 
didn’t get anybody.

4. Know your hitter. A defense that can set for a hitter is the 
toughest single barrier he can face.

5. Get rid of the ball! Baseball’s played in the infield. That’s 
where the runners are. Get that ball back there!

If you are close enough in so that your throw can be made 
either on the fly or on one bounce, throw on the fly. If there 
is no cut-off play in the works, it doesn't make much difference. 
I know a lot of baseball men feel that it is easier to handle a 
throw on one bounce than on the fly (for one thing, they say a 
bounce will come in lower, as a rule, against a sliding runner), 
but I think a good throw on the fly has no reason not to come 
in just as low, and you’re protected against a bad bounce or 
skip. As a general rule, though, if a ball is deep enough for a 
runner to try for an extra base, you’ll be throwing on the 
bounce just out of distance alone.

With the cut-off in operation, though, it’s a different thing. 
You’ll be throwing on the fly for the cut-off man, if you can 
reach him that way, and if he lets the ball ride through to 
third base or the plate, then it will get to the third baseman or 
catcher on the bounce. When the cut-off is a possibility, never 
throw for the distant base on the fly. It will make your throw 
too high for the cut-off man to handle if that’s what he decides 
to do. Maybe he can get it by jumping for it, but if he has to 
go through contortions to bring the ball down he’ll probably 
be too late to make the cut-off work. I stick to the advice I got 
early in my major-league career—I aim on the cut-off man, 
knowing that he’s right in a line between me and the far man.

The fielding of balls on the ground is most important. Balls 
that are hopping and skipping by the time they get to the out
fielder are the hardest to get away fast. Fly balls or hits on the big 
bounce are, as a rule, easily handled. The ones that handcuff 
you are the grounders—not only because they’re tough to play 
but because frequently you’re not in position to throw.

The best position to be in for a throw is to be moving 
forward at the time you get the ball. You are not only in 
good position, but your body momentum adds zip to the throw 
(on flies and hits where you can get in front of the ball before 
it gets to you, you’ll frequently see outfielders go a step or two 
farther back than necessary and then come forward to meet the 
ball, so they’ll be throwing on their forward momentum). Per
sonally, I don’t often use the classic outfielding stance for field
ing a ground ball, which is down on one knee. The theory 
behind this is sound. You are using your body to block the ball 
going through, because there’s nobody behind you to backstop. 
Maybe this became a popular thing with outfielders after the 
legendary experience of Smead Jolley, an outfielder with the old 
Red Sox, who had a hit go through his legs and rebound off the 
wall behind him. Jolley wheeled around to field the rebound 
and then the ball went through his legs coming back.

My best play in the field? I don’t know. I made a play in 
Pittsburgh that was along the same lines and just as much of a 
long run as the catch I made off of Wertz in the World Series. 
The thro.w on Cox in ’51 was a big one. I remember, too, a ball 
Solly Hemus of the Cardinals hit in St. Louis late in 1954. We 
were tied in the last of the ninth, and the Cards had Joe 
Cunningham, a pretty fast man, on first base with two out and 
Hemus hit one off the wall in right over Don Mueller’s head. 
I came over and got the ball off the wall and got the long throw 
to the plate on one bounce in time to get Cunningham. That 
was a real game-saver except for one little thing—we went on to 
lose the game.

That’s baseball, of course. And baseball’s been good to me. 
When you counted up salary and World Series money and testi
monials and appearances and royalties, this young fellow from 
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Fairfield, Alabama, did nicely in 1954. Everyone, from President 
Horace Stoneham of the Giants on down, treated me fine. Once 
the Series was over, we Giants split up a record melon in which 
the full individual shares came to $11,147.90 apiece. For four 
games of baseball..

Boy, it was some autumn. Tallulah Bankhead wrote a maga
zine piece about me and Bill Corum wrote that I was the greatest 
natural ballplayer he ever saw, all in the same week.

As time went on, there was the Most Valuable Player award 
in the National League, the Sporting News award assjlajor- 
League Player of the Year, and the Associated Press poll naming 
me “Male Athlete of the Year.”

Wow!
I ’d agreed to play for a team our coach, Herman Franks, had 

organized in Santurce, Puerto Rico, once the season was over. 
First, though, I took time off to go home for a few days and 
see the family.

Since the death of my mother, my half-sister, Anna Pearl, has 
become “the mother.” All told I have eight half-sisters and three 
half-brothers. Helping them out, seeing that they get the school
ing they want, is part of my job.

Q  f course, we didn’t talk about that much. Mostly, the kids 
^  wanted to know what about breaking Babe Ruth’s home

I think Babe Ruth’s record will be broken, the same way they 
broke the four-minute mile. I don’t understand baseball men 
who say it's impossible for someone to hit 60 home runs—or 61 
—in a season. It can’t be impossible, for otherwise how would 
you explain the fact that so many have come so close? Foxx and 
Greenberg had 58 each, Wilson had 56, Kiner 54.

As to whether I’ll break Babe Ruth’s record, well, it would 
come as a terrific surprise to me if I did. The 1954 season illus? 
trates that I was more effective swinging for all fields instead 
of pulling for the fence. It’s true that as a right-handed hitter', 
many people think of me as being at a disadvantage. My 41 
homers in ’54 set a new Giant record for the number of home 
runs by a right-handed swinger. The old record was 35, set by 
Walker Cooper. But the reason a right-handed hitter is sup
posed to be at a disadvantage is mainly that he faces mostly right- 
handed pitching. In my case, though, the great majority of my 
home runs in 1954 came off of right-handed pitching. They say, 
too, that left-handed hitters have an advantage in the home- 
run distances in most ball parks. Ruth was a left-handed hitter.

Well, Foxx and Greenberg were both right-handed hitters. 
Prove something?

I think the one thing that will make Babe Ruth’s record 
stand up the longest is the pressure it puts on the man who’s 
trying to break it. The pressure is tremendous, not only on the 
field, but in the stands and in the newspapers. One New York! 
paper was running a box score on me vs. Babe Ruth in 1954 be
fore the season was even half over. And I don’t care how relaxed 
you are, you’re bound to be effected by something like that.

I go for the way Leo Durocher puts it: “Swing for the base 
hits. The home runs will come.”

Relaxation is, I think, the one key to going good in baseball 
—in most other things, too. It will help you most when you find 
you’re not hitting as much as you should—it’ll be a big thing, 
in other words, in bringing you out of a slump. -

It may sound corny, but I ’d have to say, too, that living right 
is a very important thing. I don’t like to drink or smoke. I do 
like to sleep. I don’t have to watch my diet—I gained only five 
pounds while I was in the Army. Feeling good is important.

And you have to want to play baseball. I did.
I came to play.—Willie Mays

A T ru e  B o o k -L e n g th  F e a t u r e
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f u n n y  l i fe

I  was provost marshal of the troopship 
going to my last overseas Air Force as
signment. My assistant was a brand-new 
second lieutenant, fresh from Officer 
Cadet School, who tried desperately to 
look very dignified and matured. His at
tempts at a stiff military bearing were 
handicapped by a smooth young face and 
a physique more suitable for a Boy 
Scout’s uniform than the one he wore.

At our first staff meeting, I introduced 
the young lieutenant to the veteran non
commissioned officers who were to be our 
military policemen for the voyage. I then 
dismissed the lieutenant and told him 
to make a familiarization round of the 
ship’s decks and quarters.

f continued my meeting and discussion 
with the noncoms, then asked if any of 
them had any questions. “Yessir,” spoke 
up a grizzled six-striper. “When we meet 
your new assistant on deck, do you want 
us to salute him—or burp him?”

—1st Lt. William Buchanan, USAF 
St. Albans, Vt.

A Navy jet fighter plane was hit by 
fragments of antiaircraft fire on a par
ticularly rough strike in Korea. The pilot 
was unhurt, but the plane’s compass and 
all navigational equipment had been 
knocked but. This left the pilot in a 
predicament about finding his way back 
to the aircraft carrier.

The pilot thought quickly and radioed 
the carrier to use their radar search de
vices to locate him; then the pilot asked 
the carrier to give him instructions on 
which direction to fly in order to reach 
the carrier.

This scheme would have worked fine 
except the pilot’s radio receiving set 
wasn’t working very well, and he wasn’t 
receiving many of the directions the ship

sent out. As a result, the pilot jammed 
the air with almost continuous excited 
requests for directions from the carrier.

After many tense minutes of radio con
versation from the groping pilot, another 
voice came on the air from one of the 
other planes in the area. The pilot of 
this other plane had obviously heard all 
the lost pilot’s frantic requests for direc
tions. His tired voice interrupted the ex
cited queries of the lost pilot with a terse 
suggestion: “Just orbit in your present 
position, and we’ll drive the whole damn 
fleet under you.”

—Lt. Jack Hansen 
Naval Air Station 
San Diego, Calif.

As I was boarding a bus the other day, 
a lady ahead of me was arguing with the 
driver. It seems she didn’t want to pay 
a fare for the small boy with her. She 
claimed that the child was only 4.

The driver turned to the boy and asked, 
“How old are you, sonny?”

“Four years old,” quickly answered the

The driver calmly said to the woman, 
“Okay, I'll let him ride free this time, 
but I bet I know what he’s going to be 
when he grows up.”

"What?" asked the startled woman. 
"Either a liar or a giant!” shot back

—Edward Biller 
New York, N.Y.

Indian Charlie’s weather predictions are 
judged more trustworthy in our town 
than the opinions of the Weather Bureau. 
Consequently, everyone took notice when 
Indian Charlie suddenly appeared in 
town gloomily describing the long, hard 
winter we were in for.

A young easterner, who had recently 
moved to town, was deeply impressed

by Charlie’s uncanny foresight, and re
spectfully listened to the old Indian’s 
detailed prophecies. Finally, the east
erner remarked that Charlie was certainly 
an observant student of nature and must 
have traveled far to collect such a wealth 
of nature lore.

Charlie pondered this observation, 
then spoke: “Yes, me travel much. Me go 
to city last month. Me see everywhere, 
white man put heap coal in cellar. Me 
know long, cold winter come soon.” 

—Del Pickens 
Missoula, Mont.

Last Saturday the telephone rang in the 
office of the bus station here in Monterey, 
California, and a man’s voice asked when 
the next bus would leave for Salinas. 
After being given the departure time for 
the bus, the man explained he was a 
stranger in Monterey and wanted to 
know where the bus station was located.

The agent in the bus office asked, 
"Where are you now?”

The man gave the names of the streets 
at the corner where he was telephoning.

“Well, then,” patiently replied the 
agent, “you just look out of the phone 
booth, and I’ll wave at you.”

-R ex  White 
Monterey, Calif.

I  was chatting over the fence with my 
next-door neighbor recently. She is an 
attractive young mother with a lively 5- 
year-old son. As we were talking, the 
little boy raced up to us wildly waving 
a brassiere over his head. “Look what I 
found, Mom!” the little fellow shouted 
excitedly. “A double-barreled slingshot!” 

—Mary Ann Henderson 
Monroe, La.

While working part time as a mechanic 
in a garage in Ennis, Montana, an elderly 
lady drove her car in one day. She said 
she needed repairs on her automobile and 
asked if I would take care of it.

I asked her just what she thought was 
the trouble. She replied in all innocence: 
“Well, my husband told me it could be 
fixed up fine if I just bought a new head 
for the driver.”

—Harry Daems 
Kelso, Wash.
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Madem oiselle Beaucoup DeRiere, glamorous 
French cinema star says, “I ’m not prone to argue, 
but I will rest my case on SPRINGMAID Sheets.
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